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ODAY more than ever before, institutions of higher learning
throughout the country are producing public school teachers at such a
rate that recent graduates have difficulty finding teaching positions
within the disciplines in which they have been trained. Indeed, the job scene is
so bleak that many dedicated and eager young educators are forced to give up
the profession and to accept jobs as cab drivers, waiters and waitresses, factory workers, and sales personnel. Partly because of the dismal state of the job
market, and partly because of an interest among young people in helping those
less fortunate than themselves, many beginning teachers are showing a desire
to teach in that "forbidden land," the inner-city. Despite their genuine concern
for others, however, many of these well-meaning young professionals are not
equipped with the skills necessary to cope with the problems they find in innercity schools.
Much speculation exists about why teachers cannot cope with the inner-city;
in one way or another, the responsibility falls on the inadequacy of middle-class
oriented teacher-training programs. Unfortunately, in the past the general
middle-class prepossession of teacher-training programs has made them insensitive to the opportunities and needs of inner-city education. Sensitivity to
the inner-city occurs for most students only after they realize that employment
in teaching is unavailable anywhere else. As in any profession, the more
"desirable" jobs are the first ones sought and first ones filled. This condition
certainly exists in the teaching profession where many inner-city teachers
simply bide their time until the "better" jobs become available. Getting a
"better" job usually means a move to the suburbs or possibly to some rural
area.
7

Without question, most teachers are ill-prepared for inner-city teaching. As
shown by Martin Deutsch in his study of urban classrooms, as much as 80% of
the teachers' time is devoted to discipline and organizing details (e.g.,
collecting milk and lunch money, cookie funds, school reports), and during the
other 20% of the time, teachers find themselves ready to teach only to be confronted with irrelevant curriculum materials that cause apathy and increase
discipline problems. 1 It is commonly the case that the most effective inner-city
teachers develop their own curriculum to fit their particular teaching
situations. Hopelessness, helplessness, and depersonalization-problems
identified by Warren Bell- face the urban educator. External concerns such as
racial segregation, high crime rates, large numbers of families on welfare, high
population density, and substandard housing-to name only a few-add
tremendous complexity to the role of inner-city teacher. 2 Graduates of teacher
education programs today, both in traditional forms and in some of the newest
patterns, are rarely prepared to cope with such urban conditions. Indeed,
teachers often view such tasks (dealing with discipline problems, organizing
details, and developing their own particular curricula) with distaste and reject
as unworthy of their efforts the very children who most need to understand the
value of learning. To add to the frustrations of dedicated inner-city teachers,
they are frequently looked upon by friends and colleagues as being intellectually inferior and unable to teach in "better" schools.
The disadvantaged students of the inner-city are in marginal positions,
tending to be something like educational stepchildren. Because our educational
system is for the most part geared to serve the middle-class majority of the
school population, those children not falling within this realm are often not
represented in current educational change. School managers are caught in the
dilemma of believing in a meaningful education for all, but not knowing how to
provide for it. As a result, they simply accept, neglect, and finally reject 70% of
the urban students who do not fit into a system which caters only to those who
either have strong academic potential or can be placed in the upper track of
their schools. s For the majority of inner-city stepchildren, our educational
system has proved to be ineffective, inefficient, and degrading. Slum schools
are the "Siberias" of the local school systems-problems to be avoided rather
than issue-raising opportunities to be sought out for the unique challenges they
offer. The slum students who most urgently need the best teachers are
ironically the most deprived of them.
Much has been made of the fact that most new teachers have a middle-class
orientation to both life values and instruction. With their own middle-class mind
sets, teachers find rewards in working with students whose values reinforce
their own. 4 When encountering disadvantaged students whose values are different from theirs, they attempt to measure progress with the proverbial
middle-class yardstick. Such teachers often perceive disadvantaged
youngsters as lacking culture, rather than as possessing a different culture.
Holding this perception, they encourage disadvantaged children to succeed in
middle-class terms, in effect, teaching them that their own values are unac8

ceptable. In many inner-city settings, to win the favor of their teachers and the
resulting rewards of school, inner-city children must give up both individuality
and life-style. •
Accumulating evidence suggests that substantial numbers of teachers
working in inner-city schools hold negative attitudes toward their pupils and
would prefer a different type of teaching atmosphere. • Research also suggests
that teachers tend to treat minority students and students from low-income
families less appropriately than they treat students from middle-income
families. 7 This situation cannot provide an equal educational opportunity for
all. In an early study, Allison Davis found that 95 out of every 100 teachers often
experience emotional trauma when beginning a teaching situation with lowerclass pupils. • The result of this trauma is in many cases bewilderment, followed
by disillusionment, and finally apathy. But this is the response of teachers who
have already had twelve years of public schooling, plus at least four years of
college. Can one imagine what is felt by the disadvantaged students who have
virtually no control over their educational growth and who are confronted by
these bewildered and disillusioned teachers?
By expecting and accepting lowered standards, teachers must accept a great
deal of the responsibility for the sharp differences between the disadvantaged
youths' aspirations and achievements and those of middle-class students. In
fact, low expectations and standards on the part of teachers and administrators
account for, at least to some extent, poor achievement, a contention supported
by Alan Wilson's findings that the diverging expectations of teachers actually
cause different levels of scholastic attainment.• Teachers apparently adapt
their norms of success and concepts of excellence to the composition of their
student bodies.
One analysis of social class variations in teacher-pupil relationships reveals
that by reacting to cultural differences, teachers perpetuate the discrimination
of our educational system against the lower class. The amount of work and
effort teachers require seems to vary inversely with the pupil's standing. This
study also shows that a direct relationship exists between childrens' social class
and teachers' ratings. 1°Children clearly sense their teachers' attitudes toward
them: those who feel that their teachers rank them low have lower selfperceptions, achieve less, and behave less well in the classroom than do their
more favored classmates.
Many would certainly argue that teaching in the inner-city is the most difficult type of teaching. The inner-city teacher works the hardest day, expends
the most energy, and, if conscientious, goes home each day emotionally drained
and physically exhausted. Beyond the challenges of basic teaching, the innercity educator has to cope with vandalism, fighting, hitting, throwing things,
floor trash, intimidation, petty theft, and truancy. There is no wonder that even
experienced teachers flee from the inner-city as soon as they can. Philip
Freedman and N. Kravetz describe the disheartening nature of the situation:
... when the denunciations are thundered-the teacher is not paying
9

attention to the individual child; the teacher is making too fast a getaway
in the 3 o'clock 'Olympics': he is not showing sufficient initiative in
adapting materials to special situations; he is not willing to meet with
parents-it becomes clear that the teacher, were he a combination of
Socrates, Einstein, Florence Nightingale, and the Angel Gabriel, could
not meet all these demands. One need only glance at the teacher's circumstances to appreciate the conditions-both psychological and
physical-under which he labors, and to understand how even the most
experienced can grow frustrated. 11
There is entirely too little time, personnel, and material to accomplish all that
must be done.
The teaching situation in lower socioeconomic areas is often misunderstood.
It is very nearly beyond the power of average teachers to reason about what
they are up against. Indeed, the ghetto child never seems to catch up. Out of 100
kindergarten ghetto children, 50 go to high school, and out of this 50, only 16
graduate. 12 On a standarized measure, students attending a public school in a
large city are about twice as likely to be "low achieving" as their peers
elsewhere in the country. u Many inner-city children often work below their
capabilities because of distracting and at times soul-breaking experiences for
which no relief has been granted. Regina M. Goff relates an incident in the life
of fifteen-year-old girl
... stuffed into a third grade seat, whose drunken father the night before
had kicked her pregnant mother to death and then attempted to rape the
girl on the front porch in the morning. The teacher went blithely on with
abstract subject matter .14
Regardless of the fact that many inner-city teachers are expressing
dissatisfaction with their present teaching positions and leaving their posts for
others in more "comfortable" suburbia, the future of the inner-city is being
discussed more than ever before. Arnold B. Cheyney points out that teachers in
schools located in inner-city communities are finally being looked upon with an
increasing professional respect. He notes that "if there is any place to be in the
forefront of educational thought and experimentation, it is in the disadvantaged
neighborhood school. These teachers should be increasingly aware of their
positions and the deep responsibility they bear to their children and the
teaching profession." 15
Many colleges and universities are trying to make teacher-training programs
more relevant to the needs of all the public schools. This attempt generally
entails considerable field practicums focused on those circumstances relevant
to urban education. Teacher preparation must be radically altered so that
teachers of coming generations are far more committed to and capable of
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working in disadvantaged areas. This alteration need not, and must not, be one
of mere token commitment. And these new teachers must not be committed
merely to working in the inner-city; they must also be competent and possess
the necessary personality and instructional skills that make them effective in
such a teaching environment.
The success of many inner-city teachers cannot be denied. However, in such a
critical problem area, a few successes are not enough. Inner-city schools,
clearly one of the areas most in need of reform in all of public education, pose a
distinctly unique problem for the profession as a whole. Regretfully, needed
restoration of inner-city education is continually thwarted by societal blocks
that put finance at a higher priority level than equality of educational opportunity for all. The need to give to those children who have been denied what
they most need and deserve from our society-a realistic opportunity for a
quality education-must no longer go ignored.
During recent years, attention has been given to the inner-city scene, both in
a programatic and attitudinal fashion. Daniel Salmon reports on the successful
efforts of one urban high school in New York City. 11 Only eight years ago,
Hillcrest High School was a typical inner-city high school with all the attendant
problems. Today, however, the school serves as a model for the city and for the
rest of the country as well. Hillcrest operates with a four-cycle school year
which makes available over 600 course optiom for students. With this approach,
it has been possible to offer over thirty English courses, more than a dozen in
physical education, and ten different foreign languages. Computer scheduling
has made the program workable.
At Hillcrest, counselors are assigned to students as they register; they
remain with them throughout their high-school years. The counselor handles
college and career advisement, testing programs, contact with the home, and
personal problems. Each counselor deals with approximately 250 students. The
pupil personnel staff works on public relations, parent workshops, feeder school
articulation, guidance classes, etc.
During each cycle over 100 students are placed in field internships in a local
industry or business, government or community agency, or professional
assignment, allowing students to experience the world of work while still in high
school. Students have been placed in courts, businesses, theaters, medical
facilities, colleges, publications offices, and numerous public and private
agencies. Students keep a daily log and are required to turn in a detailed report
at the end of the cycle. One day a week is spent at the high school in a seminar,
where students discuss and review their programs and share impressions and
experiences they have had. The field program is one of the most popular
features of the Hillcrest design. Hillcrest students also can contract for independent study, which permits them to take courses not offered on the regular
schedule.
Hillcrest was the first school in New York City to house both college
preparatory and career programs. Six career areas have been established on a
11

two-year sequence: art, business, communication and theater, healthincluding dental assisting and nursing-music, and industrial technology.
Presently, approximately 15% of Hillcrest's student body is enrolled in some
career program. Most students graduate to college programs for advanced
training.
It is difficult to identify specifically just why Hillcrest is so successful, but
there is little doubt that the features of effective guidance, many course options,
nongraded grouping, nontracking, cyclical organization and the attitude of
equity contribute highly to the positive atmosphere of the school. The committee input of the Hillcrest program, perhaps more than any other feature of
the school structure, assures that all voices are heard. Committees such as the
principal's cabinet, the consultative council, the union consultation committee,
the student council executive board, the parents' association executive board,
and the dental advisory committee all provide needed feedback and advice to
the school's administration.
Like Hillcrest, George Wingate High School in Brooklyn, New York, receives
a similar positive evaluation. 17 Wingate has been referred to as a "model of
urban education": more than 80% of Wingate's graduates go on to higher
education. One of the keys to the Wingate success story is the identification and
resolution of the classic problem of urban education.
As in many schools, a significant problem at Wingate had been reading
deficiencies. Intensive basic skills "mini-schools" were established which
paired the best teachers with the slowest students. Intensive English programs,
of a total immersion fashion, were designed for students of foreign origin. Like
many urban schools, Wingate has significant numbers of students whose native
language is not English. The entire Wingate staff has turned its attention to
reading-a difficult attitudinal change-and has integrated the teaching of
reading into all courses. A handbook entitled Developing Reading Skills
Through Subject Areas was written, edited, designed, and printed at Wingate.
The second significant feature of the Wingate program is the expansion of
curricular course offerings. Wingate's traditional course offering list has gone
from one to four pages. New courses in sports literature, Greek mythology,
modern dance, Carribean-American culture, as well as many other topics have
been developed. Beyond this, however, specialized "institutes" are now
available. In a flight-training institute taught by an Eastern Airlines pilot,
students learn about engines and aerodynamics. Other institutes focus on law
and international relations. A medical science institute features work in
chemistry, microbiology, math, physics, and foreign language.
As in most schools that are announcing their successes, Wingate's claim
includes a very significant ingredient: the attitude of the teachers, staff, and
students.
Winchester Community School in New Haven, Connecticut, has also been
described as a successful venture in inner-city education, where the focus, as
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the name suggests, is on the community.•• Greater community involvement,
along with the development of a more responsive curriculum and faculty, has
turned Winchester into an exceptional learning environment.
Again, a change in staff attitudes was the first step. The possibility of
curriculum experimentation, an "open door" policy from the administration,
and a principal's advisory cabinet, all contributed to the improved atmosphere
of Winchester. A school-community council has been organized for greater
community input. This, along with a monthly Parents Bulletin, has made
possible greater community awareness. A Winchester student council was
formed along with a student newspaper. To promote the community school
concept, afternoon courses and programs were initiated. These offerings range
all the way from sewing, to sculpture, to Civic Club. Since the program is
available to children, teenagers, and adults, the community role of the school is
evident.
Students at Winchester today see it as "their" school. Special efforts encourage student, parent, and teacher involvement in all facets of the program.
A program for the talented, an active PTA, and a special "treat" of eating
lunch with the principal indicate that the traditional "handicaps" of inner-city
education can be overcome.
Beyond the "re-working" of traditional school programs as in the Hillcrest,
Wingate, and Winchester models, alternative schools have improved urban
education. Robert C. Riordan has reported on two such efforts. •• The Cambridge Pilot School began in 1969 in an effort to provide both an alternative highschool education to Cambridge pupils and a relevant training program for
students at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. The program emphasizes the humanities and features "non-tracked" electives and small
classes. Social studies electives have included such topics as women's
liberation, Vietnamese culture, law and student rights, and child development.
English electives have ranged from Monsters in Literature, Great Books, and
mythology to creative writing.
The program incorporates many field trips, some overnight. Students have
experienced solo camping, trips to Cape Cod for environmental studies, a
Vermont farm and harvesting, and a prison. More recently, courses have been
offered in grammar, test taking, composition, and SAT preparation. Like most
alternative schools, the Cambridge Pilot School receives its share of criticism
from traditional groups who question the shift from the status quo. Nevertheless, the innovations of the curriculum and the relevancy of its design,
coupled with high parent receptiveness, have made it a successful model of an
urban effort at improved secondary education.
Chicago's Metro High, like the Cambridge Pilot School, is an alternative high
school. As it does not have a conventional school building, Metro is a "school
without walls.'' One basic concept behind the program is that the city, with its
physical and human resources, creates a unique environment for high-school
education. Typical students at Metro might begin their day at a state prison
13

interviewing inmates as part of a course in Penal Justice. Next might come a
meeting downtown near the Loop at Montgomery Wards where the students
discuss their programs with counselors. Students might end the day by taking
photographs of buildings to fulfill requirements for a course in city planning.
Other activities include working in a math skills lab at Metro headquarters, a
class in electronics at the telephone company, or a free period at the library.
Metro's "school without walls" places great responsibility on the staff to
maintain a sophisticated monitoring system and on the students to take a major
role in their own learning efforts. Students in Chicago must apply and be accepted to go to Metro, thus allowing the school to avoid some of the captive
feelings in the students. Eighty percent of Metro's first graduating class went
on to college. Pupils who might have been dropouts in a more conventional
system have organized community action groups, published magazines and
newspapers, mastered complex skills in industrial laboratories, and made
films. Metro is based on the concept of action learning. Results received to date
show the program to be a worthwhile alternative to the traditional inner-city
school found in most metropolitan areas.
Innovation and curriculum relevance seem to go hand in hand in the successful inner-city school. Lee Conway outlines a "classroom in the sky"
program for disadvantaged youth which focuses on high risk pupils and
aviation education. 10 D.R. Daugs describes urban outdoor education as a
successful alternative for the inner-city learner. This type of program departs
from traditional in-school education by using the out-of-school educational
environment. 11 J .L. Taylor cites a decline in discipline problems in urban
schools through more sophisticated physical education programs. 22 All of these
"innovations" suggest a departure from the hopelessness felt by so many
teachers in the inner-city.
One of the most significant developments in urban education, however, has
come under the heading of the urban school renewal process. Marc Bassin and
others describe an urban renewal model which includes the phases of "schoolwide renewal," "student renewal," "departmental renewal," and "administrative team renewal. " 23 The focus is on diagnosing problems (participants to include teachers, students, administrators, parents, and staff),
generating solutions, implementing actions, and evaluating results. This wellorganized task-oriented effort at dealing with the myriad of problems plaguing
inner-city education has achieved positive results. Mike Milstein reports
success in the Buffalo schools where a School Improvement Resource Team
<SIRT> has been formed to address the problems of the inner-city Bt!ffalo
schools. 24 Daniel Scheinfeld has reviewed successful efforts at two public
elementary schools in Chicago. 15 This program operates on a three-focus
strategy: (1) one-to-one help for the classroom teacher; (2) the establishment
of a supportive organizational climate; (3) the creation of sustained parent
involvement.
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While renewal programs, school-wide re-design, and alternative schools all
report success in improving inner-city education, the fact cannot be denied that
a crucial influencing factor in urban education is the new teacher seeking
employment in this type of teaching setting. The work of the Cambridge Pilot
School cited earlier points to one effort made in teacher preparation. Fieldbased programs with a focus on inner-city issues and student characteristics
seem to provide the most relevance for the ultimate improvement of inner-city
teaching faculties. Hugh Scott describes the teacher most suited for the innercity setting:
... One who is intelligent, articulate, and humanistic; who clings
unequivocally to the principles of quality education and equal educational
opportunity; who perceives the critical influence of external and internal
factors which may facilitate or impede growth and development; who
identifies and uses the personal, intellectual, and social development of
students; who measures success by the degree to which students
progress toward their potential; who demonstrates mastery of the applicable content areas; and who has a repretory of the pedagogical skills
needed for the specific instructional setting. 21
The teacher-education program that can produce this type of teacher is one
that will contribute to the improved conditions of inner-city education. Scott
also identifies pertinent features of a teacher education program striving for
this type of relevancy:
1. Five years of study, including an internship.

2. Emphasis on quality of preparation, rather than on the number of
teacher candidates.
3. Minorities appropriately represented among the faculty and candidates.
4. Urban teachers and school administrators as partners in program
planning, implementation, and assessment.
5. Teacher candidates undertaking specific study in the behavioral and
social sciences.
6. Candidates with majors in the subject matter appropriate to their
teaching speciality.
7. Pedagogical preparation in the management of instruction and the
science of teaching.
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8. Financial support for the recruitment and retention of quality faculty
and for the provision of laboratory, clinical, and practicum experiences.
Efforts toward improved education seem to have a variety of basic
similarities: relevant curricular offerings, student and staff involvement in
program planning, community awareness and input, and an overall attitude of
hope and purpose permeating the entire school design. The concerns of urban
education cannot be overemphasized, and concerted efforts are being made by
professionals to solve the many problems. Nevertheless, inner-city education
today remains a crucial segment of public schooling in need of further attention
and renovation.
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PLANNING FOR
LANGUAGE CHANGE

Patricia C. Nichols

I

N recent years, much discussion and some important research into the
personal pronoun system of English has caused a major question to
evolve: does the generic "he" include or exclude females in certain
contexts? The claim is made that "he" is ambiguous, at best, in its generic use
and often actually excludes females from consideration in some social contexts.
Others maintain that the generic "he" for centuries has been understood to
embrace both male and female, at least among cultivated speakers of English,
and is perfectly acceptable in standard English. Those who object to continued
use of generic "he" are urging change, while those who find it satisfactory and
its alternatives clumsy are striving to maintain the status quo. At issue is the
nature of this particular language change and what part, if any, language
scholars should have in guiding its direction.
Even without our conscious involvement in the process, language usage will
differ from one generation to the next. Most of us realize that the language of
our grandparents is not identical to that of our children in important respects.
Scholars who study processes of language change maintain that such change is
constant and inevitable. Recent work in the area of language planning suggests
that certain changes can be directed if we understand both the linguistic
structures involved and the institutional influence which may be brought to
bear on their use. Language scholars, in fact, have a particular responsibility to
plan for efficient and graceful change in one area of English syntax now highly
susceptible to change: the personal pronouns used in a general context to refer
to individuals who may be either male or female.
18

The History of "He" and .. She"
Research on the use of the generic .. he" can be divided into two areas: <a>
historical development of its use and (b) psycholinguistic perceptions of its
contemporary meaning.
Naomi S. Baron discusses the grammatical category of gender in Old English
used to mark concord between the three word classes of nouns, pronouns, and
adjectives.• Grammatical gender differs from natural gender, in that the latter
has some real-world association with the biological sex of the referent. Baron
claims that natural gender has historically replaced grammatical gender in
English. For example, the noun "wife" was grammatically neuter at an early
stage of English. During the transition from grammatical to natural gender
marking, "wife" was referred to by the neuter pronoun "hit" if the pronoun
appeared within the same clause, but by the feminine "she" if the pronoun was
separated from its nominal referent by another clause. When the change was
complete, "she" was the pronoun used exclusively to refer to females in the
real world or to objects which share qualities attributed to female beings.
Julia P. Stanley and Susan W. Robbins investigate the dialectal variation
which existed for this form "she." 2 They point out that several forms for female
reference co-existed in fourteenth-century England, some of which were quite
similar phonologically to the masculine "he." The forms used for feminine
nominative singular were divided broadly into three major dialect areas: (a)
"heo" -type forms occuring in the South of England and in the West-Midlands,
as direct descendants of the Old English "heo''; <b> "scho"-type forms in the
North and in Scotland; (c) "sche" or "she"-type forms of the East-Midlands.
By the second half of the fourteenth century, the last type was the only form
used in the literary language, but a great variety of other forms existed (and
still survive even into the present century) in the folk language of certain areas.
A dialect map of the Northwest Midlands in Barbara M. Strang's recent A
History of English gives a valuable picture of the competing forms. 3 Given the
extent of the variations, Stanley and Robbins question why simplification did
not take place, leaving a single form "he" for reference to beings of either sex,
especially since conditions existed for a simplification of the personal pronoun
system of English in the fourteenth century. They suggest that a social
motivation to mark female beings as the Other <i.e., excluding them from the
norm of the species) led to the incorporation of the new form "she" into Middle
English, leaving the older "he" to designate animateness in general and males
in particular.
The origin of "she" has been the subject of much debate and is not yet
satisfactorily resolved. Cecily Clark summarizes three major theories of how
the pronoun may have entered the language, but does not address the question
of why. 4 An older theory, reflected in the entry of the Oxford English Dictionary, derives "she" from the Old English feminine demonstrative pronoun
"sie" through a phonological change, but does not address the question of why
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the same change does not appear in the modern demonstratives. A second
theory, now discarded, attributes the new initial sound to phonological
processes associated with a stress-shifted pronoun preceded by certain consonant sounds. The most recent theory, supported by modern dialectal work on
place-names, derives "she" from the original Old English feminine subject
pronoun "heo" or "hie" through a sound change similar to one occurring in
some Norse dialects. The Middle English "sh"-forms appear predominantly in
those areas most influenced by Scandinavian borrowing in other lexical items
that resulted from the Viking settlements in England.
R.D. Stevick, while agreeing that the theory of Scandinavian influence is
most likely to be the correct one, points out that sociolinguistic problems are
associated with this analysis because of other plausible changes which did not
take place throughout the period of language contact with Scandinavian
languages. s Addressing the question of why the change took place, Stevick
points out that it is remarkable that such a change occurred in a closed morphological system and suggests that development of feminine "sh" manifests
the persistence of gender contrasts in English. At a time when grammatical
gender was disappearing from the nominal system, gender contrasts for
pronominal reference were being maintained through extraordinary means.
Whatever the reason, the appearance of "she" in Middle English served to
maintain clear gender distinctions for singular pronominal reference.
In a recent examination of gender and agency in a number of Indo-European
languages, Susan W. Robbins concludes that the distinction between grammatical and natural gender is a false one.' She maintains that gender in all
these languages reflects underlying cultural assumptions about male and
female qualities and roles in the social system, rather than either biological
sex-marking or grammatical concord. Indo-European languages generally
reflect males as the paradigm for humanity. Femaleness is a marked trait; for
many, females occupy a negative semantic space. An example of the cultural
assumptions which have affected language use in English characterize the
explanations for use of generic "he" in the earliest English grammars of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Ann Bodine cites one early grammarian
who reasoned that, as the male was the "worthier" of the two sexes, the
masculine pronoun "he" should be chosen to refer to someone whose sex was
unknown. 7 For this early language planner, violation of natural gender was
preferred to violation of natural number. The form "they" has long been the
choice of common people in such contexts. From Shakespeare's day to our own,
English speakers have used "they" to refer to single human beings whose sex is
not known. The OED cites Chesterfield for this usage:•
If a person is born of a ... gloomy temper ... they cannot help it.

That the grammarians issued edicts against such usage reflects the cultural
assumptions of the men who wrote the books, rather than the willingness of
speakers of the vernacular to violate number agreement instead of natural
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gender agreement. Bodine reports that it took an Act of Parliament in 1850 to
establish the legal inclusion of both males and females in English law by this
generic "he." Even today, teachers of English composition are aware that
students still struggle with the distinction between vernacular "they" and
academic "he" for reference to single human beings whose biological sex may
be either male or female. The time is now ripe for language planning by a new
generation of academic grammarians-with different cultural assumptions
about the worthiness of both males and females. Clearly, the historical facts on
the use of generic "he" indicate that social factors contributed to this usage as
much as, if not more than, linguistic ones.
The historical argument for language planning is strongly supported by
recent studies of how gender is understood in contemporary usage. These
studies leave no doubt that serious misunderstanding can and does arise from
the ambiguity of the terms "he" and "mankind," which can mean only male
beings in one usage and both male and female beings in another. Muriel Schulz,
in surveying the use of gender within the discipline of sociology from the
seventeenth century to the present, cites particularly telling quotes from
writers such as Thomas Hobbes:'
... man is not the name of all mankind, but of every one, as of Peter,
John, and the rest severally .... (Elements of Philosophy, Vol. I, Part I,
Ch.2).
She observes that female readers may read such passages with the initial
assumption that they are included in the generic form, only to have to revise
these assumptions when the author excludes the female as clearly outside the
general group of "man" and "mankind." Further, a recent study by Johanna
DeStefano, Mary W. Kuhner, and Harold B. Pepinsky provides compelling
evidence that males and females understand generic terms differently. ao For
the term "individual," as in "the individual has certain rights in America,"
both boys and men more frequently chose a single male figure as the referent,
while girls and women generally chose either a single female figure or figures
which might be of either sex. In general, these researchers found significant
sex differences in the choice of referents for terms such as "man," "mankind,"
"human being," "person." Males tended to choose a single male figure to
represent such terms, while females most often selected a spliced figure
representing either a male or female referent. Both sexes tended to choose
male figures to represent these generic terms where the sentence included the
pronominal form "he" or "his." Thus, this study strongly undermines the claim
that the generic "he" is understood to include both sexes in contemporary
usage.
A final study provides conclusive evidence that the two sexes differ in both
the use of generic "he" and in the understanding of it. Wendy Martyna asked
college students to complete sentence fragments which contained nominals
referring to roles judged to be female-related, male-related, or neutral. 11 For
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neutral reference, Martyna found that the students used alternatives to the
generic "he" one-third of the time. These alternatives included "he or she,"
"they," and repeats of the nominal. Female college students were more likely
to use these alternatives and were significantly less likely to use the generic
"he" for all sentence types. A companion experiment tested comprehension of
three pronominal choices: "he," "they," and "he or she." Almost twenty
percent of all the students did not understand the generic "he" to apply to a
single female picture, with no difference in the responses of the male and
female subjects. More significantly, these college women as a group understood "he" to include all human beings, while the college men understood
the pronoun to refer to a specific male. Since this difference in understanding is
likely to be widespread throughout the academic community, this study locates
a point where communication breaks down within the syntax of standard
academic English. What one group of speakers actually means is likely to be
interpreted by another group in quite a different way. Clearly the use of the socalled generic "he" is more than a matter of taste. It represents a portion of the
language in serious need of the kind of "improvement" often addressed by
language planning.
Planning for Language Change

An early presidential address before the Modern Language Association of
America in 1899 called for efforts to "regulate and improve language."
President Von Jagemann summarized the case for language reform in these
words: "If, for instance, it is apparent that in the struggle for existence form A
deserves to carry the day over form B and in the natural course of things will do
so, why should not reform step in and shorten the struggle?" 12 The historical
development and the contemporary misunderstanding of the generic "he"
amply justify its replacement by alternative forms. Now we must consider the
systematic procedures whereby its replacement may be speedily effected, as
well as the specific forms which can most easily replace it.
Language planning as an area of scholarly research is relatively new. Most of
the research has been directed toward language problems faced by the nonindustrialized nations. Joshua A. Fishman defines such language planning as:
"the organized pursuit of solutions of language problems, typically at the
national level. "u Everyone understands when such planning is directed at the
language problems of developing nations, problems which Fishman characterizes as associated with choice of a national language or languages,
development of a writing system, standardization of the chosen language, and
introduction of technical vocabulary. The language problems of established
nations, however, are more often associated with cultivation or improvement of
an already established standard. In other words, the existence of a widely
accepted standard language variety does not preclude the existence of very
real problems with that variety. In addressing the problem of the generic "he"
in English, we are working at this microscopic level of language planning,
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which is concerned with questions of correctness, efficiency, and the use of
language for special purposes, as outlined by J. V. Neustupny. 14 In one language
planner's words, our goal will be "to eliminate inadequacies and inconveniences in the structure and vocabulary of a language, and to adapt the
language for new needs and to make it more efficient." u
In working at this level of language planning, we are concerned primarily
with written English and those uses of spoken English which entail formal and
chiefly academic speech. As we have seen, there is ample evidence that
alternative forms are used in informal and vernacular speech for single human
beings of undesignated sex. Further, we are addressing a target population
composed of educated adults and students in the process of becoming educated,
a focus that limits our task considerably.
Given our premise that the generic "he" is inadequate for reference to single
human beings, what changes should we advocate? Certainly, those forms which
research indicates are already in use constitute the logical answer: "they," "he
or she," and repetition of the nominal.
We will pay a certain price for either of these choices. If we choose "they," we
violate number agreement. If we choose "she or he," an awkward use of the
possessive forms may be required within a closely following clause. Yet, we are
already paying a heavy price in misunderstanding and in excluding half of the
human species when we use the generic "he." We need only think of the male
administrator who is likely to think of males only for a job described in the
generic "he" or of the female student who discovers that great "men" of
history means exactly that. We must face the fact that we are going to pay a
certain price for any of these choices and then decide where to put our linguistic
capital. It may be that future generations will be able to adopt one of the several
new forms for the generic pronoun which have been suggested in the literature;
I do not believe that we are now ready to absorb the cost that the introduction of
an entirely new pronominal set would entail. The choice between these alternatives should be left open for the present. Currently, "they" seems to be
favored for informal usage, and "he or she" for formal. What we can do as
responsible professionals concerned with such questions is to sanction and to
advocate experimentation with these alternatives.
Armed with the historical and psycholinguistic research summarized here,
we can present the case for conscious experimentation at several levels within
the professions of languages and literature. At the more immediate local level
within our own departments and academic senates, we can work to pass
resolutions regarding the language that students and faculty use in writing and
in public discussion within the academic community. A simple resolution to
avoid sexist language ourselves and to rule such language out of order in public
meetings would be sufficient. Such a resolution would represent not a law, but a
promise to try. A simply worded resolution leaves room for healthy debate on
the meaning of the term "sexist." Different academic bodies undoubtedly will
arrive at slightly different definitions, but underlying them all will be the intention to include both men and women within our reference to human beings as
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a group. Ultimately we as a profession will arrive at some consensus about the
meaning of "racist." At another level, we must insist that the textbooks we
write for students, and even more importantly, those we review for publication,
will avoid sexist language. We must continue to support publishers' efforts to
formulate editorial guidelines aimed at the necessity of referring to both sexes
under certain circumstances. Our professional organizations must take public
stands on avoiding sexist language and give these stands-and their rationalethe widest possible publicity. Finally, in those most formal areas of our public
life, law and religion, we must address the problem of language in sacred
documents which excludes the female of the species. The language used in state
and national constitutions, as well as in the books of our religious traditions, is
as much in need of improvement in this area as is the language of our college
textbooks.
Language change will occur whether we plan for it or not. The changes
suggested here are already taking place in many aspects of our lives. What I
suggest is that we deliberately plan these changes, recognizing their worth as
well as their inevitability, and that we hasten their accomplishment by rational
debate and personal testimony. By so doing we address our professional
responsibility as language scholars, and we may reap within our lifetimes the
benefits of this conscious decision to include females as members of the human
species.
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Computer Industry
Pricing Policies
and
Practices:
A Pilot Study
William S. Penn, Jr.
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0

f the four elements of the marketing mix-product, promotion,
physical distribution and price-the last is the one least understood
and most infrequently investigated. In fact, the two references cited in
marketing texts about pricing in big business are studies done 21 years or more
ago. 1 Of modern American big businesses, there are none whose pricing
practices and policies better lend themselves to a study than the mainframe
computer industry. This large industry, made up of many leading firms and
marked for its competitive practices, is relatively new with origins not lost in
the distant past. Further, while prices for almost all goods and services have
risen over the past two decades, the cost per byte of electronic data processing
is less than one cent today, down from around ten dollars in 1960. The computer
industry has transformed the three ton, $200,000 computer of 23 years ago into a
twelve-ounce, hand-held unit priced at $300 today. 2
The following pilot study examines the pricing of computer hardware, i.e.,
the larger central processors <mainframe computers), distributed processors
(minicomputers), and other physical units making up a given computer
system. Software and microware (the programs which assist the user to make
full use of the computer equipment) are included only if they are important
elements in the marketing of computer systems. Hand-held calculators,
computer video games, and similar offshoots are not part of the study.
The basic hypothesis investigated is that price is a major factor in determining levels of supply and demand for computer systems. Prices must reflect
the value of the product as perceived by the purchaser and provide profit incentives for the suppliers. To what extent does this hypothesis reflect current
situations? Writers dealing with the computer industry have given much
thought to pricing and its effectiveness as a marketing tool. Their conclusions
shed light on the theoretical or economic rationale for pricing in the computer
industry, although their comments primarily address the overall industrial
marketing picture.
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Robert W. Haas defines price {in industrial marketing) as "the value placed
on a good or service by customers at some point in time." 1 He recognizes that
price is considerably less important to the industrial buyer than to the purchaser of consumer goods or services. Factors such as certainty of delivery at
the scheduled time, consistent quality of products supplied, pre- and post-sales
services provided by the seller, and technical assistance rank higher. Haas
proposes that industrial suppliers make pricing decisions after analyzing the
influences of customer demand, competition, cost, company pricing objectives,
top management's objectives for the firm and the influences of government
(i.e., market price supports and price discrimination). He contends that these
factors influence both return on investment <ROD pricing and feasibility
analysis for industrial products. His estimate is that "roughly one-half of the
industrial companies in the U.S. use some form of ROI in their pricing.' '•
A.D.H. Kaplan, et al, also support this view of the role of price in industrial
marketing. In the electrical equipment industry, Kaplan states:

The deciding factor in a particular sale may be price, but more often it is
a question either of delivery promise or of the customer's evaluation of
the relative merits of the different manufacturers' products. 5

Both Kaplan and Haas concur that the common buyer practice is to deal with
not necessarily the low-bidder, but with the "lowest responsible bidder." This
conclusion reinforces the importance of non-price factors in the buying
decision. An article by William Zalud and Sharon Bennett further introduces
the concept of "price-performance ratios" to computer pricing decisions.•
Perlman suggests use of a "price per megabyte.,, Gene Amdahl stresses that
prices should be a combined function of capacity, sophistication, speed, and
operating costs. •
Another approach to pricing, mentioned in a Business Week article on Texas
Instruments, is the "learning curve. "• The learning curve is made by plotting
the logarithm of unit manufacturing costs on the Y-axis and the logarithm of
cumulative units produced {experience) on the X-axis. Sidney Schoeffler et al
discussed this concept in an exhaustive study which indicated that for most
products, the log of unit costs decreases steadily over time as producer experience accumulates. •o Innovating firms move down the learning curve before
any significant competition develops, thus developing a cost advantage that
tends to remain with the innovators. Competitors often enter the curve of unit
costs below the starting point for the innovator, thus avoiding or lessening
research and development <R&D) and start-up costs by benefiting from the
innovator's experience. But the leadership afforded in terms of lower unit
manufacturing costs may well remain with the innovators, reducing or
eliminating the incentives for competition.
Although differing in their individual assessments, all of these sources
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generally view pricing in the computer marketplace as something to be
evaluated from the point of view of the customer's needs beyond the hardware,
its costs, and the competition. Because the buyer purchases his perceived total
product, he buys a complex of service, delivery, set-up time, and so forth. It is
not astonishing to find that the various sources agree that the price to be asked
should, then, reflect the full perceived value to the buyer of the total product
package. Proponents of the learning curve concept would add that price should
cover costs adequately and be lowered only as a market-defensive, strategic
move to lessen competition's impact or entry.
These several approaches to price determination are based on isolated
assumptions. For example, economic pricing theory appears to hold that for the
individual firm (and possibly for the industry) overall costs are not closely
related to established prices. Prices are set by the market forces of competition
and the Adam Smith "invisible hand," a practice that fits a perfectly competitive market in which no single producer can set the price accepted by the
marketplace. Costs come into consideration only in terms of helping to
establish the optimal volume of production.
The various business theory models utilize cost-plus, marketing mix, and
market structure in their constructs. While these are by no means mutually
exclusive, they reflect differing emphasis on the separate factors. Cost-plus
offers simplicity and aims toward "satisficing" rather than maximizing profits
for the manufacturing firm. Industry prices will vary only with different cost
structures of competitors and the quality of product made. In the marketing
mix view, price is one element of an interwoven set of variables including
product, physical distribution, and promotional activities. Here it is assumed
that prices will exceed costs, and the aim is to push toward maximum profits
while simultaneously accomplishing the overall corporate goals as set forth in
the corporate plans. Market structure models accept the existence of differences in the positions of relative power held by the competitors and the
resulting stronger or weaker bargaining positions. Market share is deemed to
be a close correlate of profitability.
In the computer industry, pricing models stress the fact that the marketplace
is by no means perfectly competitive. Price is obviously not the only matter
affecting the buying decisions. Pricing to a given ROI objective is a form of
cost-plus pricing and treats invested capital as an element of cost. Pricing
based on performance is not complete without a fundamental decision regarding the final price levels chosen. Emphasizing the benefits received by the
purchasers places a greater importance on non-price considerations. Finally,
the learning curve approach addresses both competition and costs while
omitting the ideas of perceived values and non-price matters.
In sum, the computer industry's internal model (if it may be called that)
assumes that prices will be set at levels that adequately cover costs, discourage
new competition, and charge the buyer for the total of perceived benefits or
values. A target ROI is also included.
The computer industry fits well the description of a differentiated oligopoly in
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both theory and in practice. It enjoys a large and growing market of industrial
purchasers, i.e., many buyers with differing needs. The large demand for a
similar but differentiable product is filled by a sufficiently large number of
suppliers to satisfy demand, but not so many that prices alone can be expected
to cause significant variations in market shares. This is consistent with the idea
that price in absolute terms is relatively unimportant in purchase considerations. That the price lie within the buyer's "acceptable range" is
satisfactory so long as the highly important nonprice variables are also
satisfactorily dealt with from the buyer's point of view.
Interviews conducted as part of this study resulted in the following
suggestions for pricing:

1. Reject the idea of a "set market place" for the product.
2. Price over costs sufficiently to achieve target return.

3. Set price as part of the total marketing mix.
4. Utilize price and the total marketing mix to project a defined or

desired corporate image.
5. Seek to differentiate the total offering from competitive offerings,
emphasizing favorable delivery and set-up time, performance and
reliability of the equipment, and the full range of tasks the
equipment can complete.
6. Segment the markets and divide segments into subgroups to permit
sales to minor markets in variations that meet specific needs of the
subgroups.
7. Set prices at the top of the buyers' perceived value range, reducing
price only as required by changed product perception, competitive
actions, or cost trends.

This pricing model incorporates both business theory models and computer
industry models. Although economic pricing theory is not overtly embodied, it
is reflected in the considerations of consumer utility or value and the
maximization of profits within these constraints.
To compare this pricing model with the practices of the industry, personal
interviews were completed with firms recognized as technological leaders,
market share dominant firms, and fast-growing, relatively new competitors.
The sample was designed to represent the spectrum of current pricing practices and policies in terms that would allow the fullest generalization to the
industry as a whole. The interviews were designed to give insights into the
pricing processes employed at the most visible companies in the industry.
Including IBM (International Business Machines) in this study was
necessary for many reasons: IBM is generally credited as having started the
computer industry as it is known today. A highly-innovative company, IBM is
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the sales volume leader in the industry, with the largest R&D budget and one of
the largest R&D staffs. The major IBM emphasis is on mainframe computers,
the larger central processors. As a full-service data processing company, it also
competes in the minicomputer market and related areas.
The second firm selected was Digital Equipment Corporation <DEC), the
second largest computer company, although with a market share far below
IBM's. DEC pioneered in and leads the industry in distributed processing
systems. It, too, has a large and well-funded R&D department and is one of the
fastest growing minicomputer vendors in the industry.
Burroughs Corporation, the third largest company in the industry with a
market share not far below DEC's, offers a full line of office and data
processing products, but competes mainly in the larger mainframe and
minicomputer markets of the computer industry. It has possibly the second
largest R&D activity in the industry and has a clear reputation as an innovator
in both hardware and software technology.
Amdahl Corporation is the leader in innovations in hardware technology,
strictly at the high end of the market in mainframes and supercomputers.
Amdahl has made major breakthroughs in the design and engineering of these
larger central processors and has pioneered in the growing market for "plug
compatible" <PC) components to fit into IBM systems. Its sales growth has
been one of the highest in the industry. 12
National Semiconductor Company <NSC) manufactures a full line of computers and add-on components. NSC is a major supplier of PC units and, like
Amdahl, will be affected by the new IBM line. Its reputation for quickly making
application and other minor improvements to hardware introduced by others
such as Amdahl and IBM results from a large R&D staff devoted primarily to
product and application improvements, rather than to substantial product
innovations. Sales growth has been quite rapid in recent years.
Hewlett-Packard Company's main business is computers and computer
systems, although it is a leader in several other electronics fields, including
instrumentation, testing equipment, and calculators. H-P is known as a rapidly
growing, innovative company, expanding primarily in the minicomputer
systems area with an outstanding reputation among the competition.
Although time and resource limitations constrained the study to these six
companies, because of its pilot nature and because of the unusual concentration
of leadership in the hands of these six, we believe the results can be generalized.
All interviews were held in early 1979 and were conducted in person so far as
possible. Telephone interviewing was used with DEC, since the headquarters is
in Massachusetts, and with NSC because schedule conflicts prevented face-toface discussion. Open-ended, free discussions were held. In no case was any
effort made to obtain confidential or inside information since the focus was on
the general practices and policies of the firms. Confidentiality of individual
respondents was assured, of course. The following summaries resulted from
the discussions.
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IBM

mM's pricing policy was described as one that focuses on the value of the
computer to the intended buyer/user. The price is determined on the basis of
the value of the benefits to the intended buyer, primarily in terms that are
either readily perceived by the buyer or which can easily be demonstrated.
Rather than pricing strictly on a price-performance basis, IBM believes that
price should represent the value in terms of the customer's improved performance as well as the customer's willingness to pay for that improvement.
Two other matters enter the pricing determination: costs and market
strategy. With respect to costs, IBM's divisions are evaluated in part on the
basis of their ROI, which automatically then becomes a consideration in pricing
along with cost and expense control. Both pricing itself and the total marketing
effort take the long-term perspective. Lasting product quality and assured
reliability are held paramount. These are frequently cited as reasons why IBM
can make a sale when competing with a lower priced competitor.
Because of the enormous R&D expenditures referred to earlier, mM believes
it is a leader in new product development. As suggested by the learning curve
concept, IBM can and does normally achieve lower unit costs than competition,
and this advantage is augmented by normally larger scale operations. IBM is
generally regarded as the price leader in the industry, yet many of its competitors, despite higher unit costs, are undercutting IBM's price levels. IBM's
continued ability to differentiate its products, coupled with the philosophy of
selling the long term bundle of product benefits, is responsible for its on-going
leadership in the industry in selected markets.
Digital Equipment Corporation <DEC>

DEC contends that its pricing and overall marketing are both focussed on the
understanding of prospective customers' needs and the matching of DEC offerings to these determined needs. DEC does not see a low price as important in
selling a computer system as the customer's confidence that the system will fit
present and expected future needs.
Price-performance ratios are the prime consideration in the setting of list
prices by DEC, although the prices set are chosen to compare favorably with
those of major competitors. DEC follows the learning curve theory in pricing,
spends heavily on R&D, and believes the cost structure to be as low as (or lower
than) major competitors. Consideration is given to ROI, return on sales, and
the target profit concept in DEC's pricing decisions, factors that become the
basis for evaluating the performance of the various divisions. DEC also
maintains that prices are set to reflect the customer's valuation of the system
offered.
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DEC has not always been able to maintain the policies listed, particularly
when the resulting prices are substantially higher than competitors' list prices
for competing systems. It has been DEC's experience that discounting
anywhere from 10 to 12 percent from list has been required where competitive
bidding is involved in the contract. Such discounting, DEC believes, is a common practice in some segments of the industry on bidding for sales. Some
competitors are reported to have discounted 20 percent or more from list,
something that DEC has not found necessary.
Two non-price considerations are believed to be important, having led to
DEC's pioneering and dominating the minicomputer market: flexibility
inherent in distributed processing systems and reliability of these systems.
These considerations have defined the market niche that DEC seeks to occupy
in selling minicomputer set-ups. DEC recognizes that these systems will not
meet the needs of all mainframe users. The basic differentiation inherent in
offering minicomputer systems plus software support and service combine to
be of more value in selling than simple price-cutting.

Burroughs Corporation CBC)

This firm centers pricing and marketing planning around the ten-year
proposal or plan for the computer system which BC presents to a prospective
buyer. Recognition is given to the fact that, in the long run, the computer
hardware will represent a smaller proportion of the total system price than the
software, service, and costs of the buyer's operating personnel. BC stresses the
relative ease of operation, the simplicity of work preparation, and the
decreased maintenance requirements of the system proffered. The emphasis
on software is accompanied by a promotion of the ease of upgrading the system
when the need arises and the expansibility of the system as desired. BC offers a
full line of minicomputers and mainframes, and considers that the ability to
serve a developing company throughout the various stages of its growth is an
important difference in BC's favor. List pricing closely follows IBM's postings.
While firmly believing that prices should reflect the system's values to the
buyer, BC also holds that lower list prices will work to its advantage in gaining
market share against IBM which is seen as the main competitor.
BC's technical innovations, which arise from very high R&D expenditures,
have enabled it to offer continued improvements in the hardware marketed. Of
equal importance in the long-run, however, are the software innovations, such
as Burroughs Network Architecture and Burroughs Environmental Software
which make for greater efficiency in operations and a simpler network design
than competitors offer. In the long-run, BC feels that these software developments are as important as innovations in hardware in reducing data processing
costs while maximizing the use of the computer system, for they favorably
differentiate the total offering.
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Amdahl Corporation

Acknowledging IBM as the computer industry leader, this firm was formed to
compete in the single segment of the largest mainframes or supercomputers.
Amdahl's first product incorporated major engineering and design innovations
and was seen as having advanced the state of the art in computer technology.
In planning competitive strategy, Amdahl accepted the premise that innovation alone was not enough of an edge to overcome the enormous advantages held by IBM with its established sales, service, and support networks.
Further, IBM had many of the larger computers installed and had satisfied
users, something referred to frequently as a "proven track record." To break
into this market required a very attractive alternative.
Amdahl's strategy is to offer up to 50 percent better performance per dollar
than IBM; to guarantee more rapid delivery; to offer comparable or better
software and break-down service; and to offer specialized computer applications. Its success has come from increased recognition of the superior
technical features of its computers, lower prices for comparable performance,
and planned "upgradeability" to meet a customer's increasing needs.
Amdahl's price setting is aimed at meeting the customer's perceived value of
the total product package which includes hardware, software, delivery, support, service, and the rest of the items cited earlier. Amdahl's equipment is
designed to be IBM-compatible so that owners of IBM computers <who are the
prime sales prospects) will have minimal costs in converting to Amdahl
equipment. n
As far as large central processors are concerned, Amdahl believes that it has
been able to catch up with IBM on the learning curve. Thus, any continued
price-cutting by IBM followed by Amdahl would result only in hurting the
profitability of each firm (as well as others competing in the same market
segments) and would not likely alter the market positions of competitors
significantly. Amdahl's policy of setting prices so as to offer better priceperformance ratios than IBM will be continued, with emphasis on other perceived advantages the firm holds.
National Semiconductor Company <NSC>

The policy of this firm is to offer systems for lower prices and with better
delivery dates than the competition. NSC offers a full range of computers, and
its policy is not to attempt to be a major innovator. NSC's R&D is directed
toward making minor but important improvements in new technology
developed by the industry. Thus, NSC can start late but swiftly catch up (and
sometimes surpass) competitors on the learning curve cost profile. This
enables the company to compete vigorously on price while maintaining
profitability at satisfactory levels.
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National sells computers and computer systems through a network of
manufacturer's sales representatives who are provided with list prices set to
reflect the estimated perceived value of the offering to the intended customer.
NSC believes that in actual practice its reputation for application technology
and service has a larger effect on sales than price leverage. In open bidding
situations, NSC does not necessarily seek to be low bidder, but will discount to a
preset level with the expectation that the reputation of the firm will provide the
desired differentiation and result in NSC's being awarded the contracts.
The firm emphasizes that it sees as important to the intended buyer not
simply price or performance specifications but the ability of the supplier to
assemble a flexible system that will meet the current needs, that can expand as
required, and that provides a high level of reliabiltiy.
In price setting, NSC does not consider either costs or ROI as wholly determinant. Profit optimization is sought by charging what it believes the customer
is willing to pay for the entire package of benefits. The company believes that it
successfully differentiates its minicomputer systems, and to some degree, its
larger computers by the use of innovative software and hardware improvements along with excellent support and service.
Hewlett-Packard Company <H-P)

H-P weighs four factors in setting prices:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hard costs of manufacturing including allocated R&D.
Premiums chargeable because of technological superiority.
Price-performance ratios of other H-P computer systems.
Competitive prices.

H-P acknowledges that buyers are concerned primarily with the cost for the
total solution to a problem, but that this cost is clearly not the only or decisive
issue. H-P believes that in addition to the hardware itself, the customer is
buying service, support, and other non-price variables. However, the company
will not set prices above the going market range for comparable systems. It
believes that setting consistently high prices will invite more competition in the
long-run and may hurt the market share in the short-run. The stated policy is to
aim for a 25 percent pre-tax ROI, while also seeking an inflation-adjusted dollar
sales growth rate of 17 to 18 percent a year.
H-P perceives the marketplace as being comprised of sophisticated data
processing managers and scientific users who know the hardware they need
and who will not pay a premium for what they see as unnecessary account
services and support. In recognition of this, H-P prices hardware and software
separately. Software prices are based on an analysis of the estimated costbenefit ratio realized by the customer, including any technological superiority
the H-P offering may have.
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This company feels that the market for the minicomputers is rapidly approaching a state of perfect competition. In such a market, pricing the hardware as a commodity is appropriate. The firm seeks to differentiate hardware
so far as possible within the narrow range of the market price levels by
promoting technological advances, the ease of operating its computers, and the
strong service and support available when needed. There is some concern about
this mode of competition over the long-run, a mode in which non-price factors
receive major emphasis. Consequently, H-P endeavors to hold costs as low as is
consistant with quality products.
Summary

In all cases, these respondent firms were aware that the hardware (the
computer itself) was not the product purchased. Rather, the customer buys a
total capability, an overall service package, that will be of increasing value to
the purchaser. Consistently, respondents believed that the price of the total
offering, therefore, should reflect as fully as possible the value to the buyer.
With the assumption that technological innovation or superiority had value to
the customer, sellers were permitted to assess a premium for them. Costs, such
as ROI's, were discounted as major considerations in the pricing of most
computer systems. It is possible that this practice reflects the normally high
markups over costs enjoyed by the industry, which would make costs of no
more than moderate concern. Confidence was expressed that continued R&D
will drive production costs even lower, making improvements in profit margins
possible, but more probably leading to further price competition and better
price-performance ratios for the purchasers.
All companies deliberately seek differentiation for their offerings, and each
has segmented the potential markets in which the firm will actively compete.
This specialization allows for some greater degree of freedom in pricing and
tends to avoid turning the computer systems into commodity products for
which price assumes the dominant importance in buying decisions. Differentiation of the offerings focusses on non-price factors such as delivery
times, conversion costs, ease of upgradeability and add-on capacity, ease of
operation (including training of buyers' operating staff), and support servicin~
Effective list price-performance ratios tend to be similar throughout thtr ·
industry, although the newer entries have adopted the practice of undercutting
price performance ratios of the established companies. This policy, of course,
uses penetration pricing, a practice appropriate for the newcomers. In the longrun, non-price factors are seen as the key to survival with enhanced pricing
freedom as a benefit.
~{·
G
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Pericles, Prince of Tyre was a resounding success in its own day (around
1608), at Shakespeare's Globe and on other stages. It was eagerly read, too,
going through six quarto editions, under Shakespeare's name, from 1609 to 1635.
Once the most popular of Shakespeare's thirty-seven plays, it is now the least
prized. True, it is enjoyed nowadays by theatregoers, when produced; but this
is seldom, because of the cloud on Shakespeare's title to it Cit was not included
in the Folio of 1623) and also because of its undeservedly low rating by many
critics, who have often been preoccupied with disintegrative theories about it. A
few have stoutly befriended it. C.J. Sisson declared that it is "all of a piece, and
is Shakespeare's, in whose house there are many mansions."' T.S. Eliot spoke
of "that very great play Pericles."z The forthcoming BBC production of it is
most timely, bringing it to worldwide attention just when some of the mysteries
of its nature, its authorship, and its relation to the rest of the plays seem to be on
the way to being cleared up. Fascinating clues are still to be followed.
The extraordinary tale, borrowed by Shakespeare from "moral" John
Gower's Confessio A mantis and from a prose novel, The Patterne of Painefull
Adventures, by Laurence Twine, 3 is the odyssey of a sensitive and high-minded
prince, in scattered episodes from his tender youth to middle age. The name
Pericles, substituted by Shakespeare for the sources' Apollonius, suggests
perils (pericula); and the hero aptly compares himseH to a tennis ball played
upon by the elements in a vast court. He is not much akin to the Athenian
statesman, who is noted for his patience and equanimity. Shakespeare's
Pericles is subject, like Hamlet, to paralyzing depression in desperate
situations, a trait that twice endangers his life. Like Job, he endures but finds
his sufferings unintelligible. They include first the discovery that the girl he has
hoped to marry is living in incest with her father, then his flight into exile,
followed by shipwreck, and later in life, the loss of his loved ones. His universe,
however, is ruled by a just heaven. His kingdom is restored threefold. He is
finally reunited with his wife, whose coffined body he had put overboard in a
storm at sea when she had apparently died in childbirth. The daughter Marina,
too, when grown, is reported dead, but in reality is sold into a house of
prostitution which her shining purity goes far to bankrupt. The reunion of father
and daughter is fully as moving as that of Lear and Cordelia. It is from Marina
that Pericles, as he confesses, at last learns the meaning of patience and is born
again. He finds his resurrected wife living in a convent, as Aegeon in The
Comedy of Errors finds Aemilia, the two plays drawing upon the same source.
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This bizarre fable of dire disasters and happy restorations is vastly different
from the firmly knit tragedies, Othello, King Lear, and Macbeth, to which the
poet had recently been devoting his genius. It is primitive, in fact a secular
miracle play related to the mediaeval English drama in much the same degree
as Christopher Marlowe's Dr. Faustus. The author emphasizes his backward
look by resurrecting the poet Gower, who enters the play as the speaker of
artificially archaic choruses which introduce the main episodes and sum up in
an epilogue the characters as Morality-like embodiments of virtues and vices.
The language of the dialogue itself, especially in the first two acts, is archaic,
though not artificially so; and the dramaturgy of fhese two acts is often
amateurish. One can understand how Ben Jonson, stung by the rejection of his
own play The New Inn in 1629, in comparing the contemporary theatre fare to
"crusts" and "fish scraps," could allude to "some mouldy tale, like Pericles."•
A majority of modern commentators have believed that Shakespeare condescended to write or revise the latter half of a play begun by some inferior
playwright. While this theory seems to be losing adherents, a review of a recent
production of Pericles at Oakland, California was headed: "Shakespeare: Play
Doctor."
Certainly, two considerations require the inclusion of Pericles, halfcanonized as it is, in any collected edition of Shakespeare's works. First, the
presence of his hand in the second half of the play is universally acknowledged.
In the third act the tragic scene on shipboard, and in the fifth the recognition
scene between father and daughter represent Shakespeare at the height of his
powers; both are akin to Lear. The fourth act, a play-within-the-play of
Marina's triumph in the brothel, though hotly denied to Shakespeare by the
Victorians, is of close kin to the brothel scenes in Measure/or Measure.
The second consideration, equally persuasive, is that Pericles initiates a
radical turn in Shakespeare's career and provides a matrix for his final
romances of loss and restoration: Cymbeline, The Winter's Tale, The Tempest.
No other Shakespearean problem has elicited so much ingenious theory as this
new departure in the poet's art. Early this century, when the late romances
were looked upon as products of his decline <the change occurred when he was
in his forties), a popular idea was that he had fallen under the influence of a pair
of poets, Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, 5 whose Philaster was a marked
success of the year 1609. This theory, however, is controverted by the fact that
Pericles certainly, and Cymbeline probably, preceded Philaster. The hard logic
of chronology also resists the more recent theory that Shakespeare's interest in
romance reflected a playwright's response to the tastes of a new audience, the
courtly patrons of the Blackfriars theatre. • Shakespeare's company apparently
did not begin to act at the Blackfriars, however, till toward the end of 1609, some
eighteen months after Pericles was entered in the Stationers' Register.
More recently, it is being said that the whole drift of Jacobean drama away
from tragedy "toward regenerative tragicomedy has its true origins in the
political consciousness of the British people." 7 A wave of optimism was
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generated by events that included the accession of James 0603), the abortive
Gunpowder Plot 0605), and the Union of the crowns of England and Scotland
0608); and Shakespeare "applied himself to the task of recognizing and
celebrating these tremendous changes in political climate." With Pericles
Shakespeare led the way; he
redacted an old play by another in the way he had already adapted the old
play of King Leir; but this time with a view to transforming its conclusion
into a general compliment to the royal family, and to reflecting James's
reunion with his daughter in particular ... In remodelling the last three
acts of George Wilkins's play Shakespeare sought to provide ... a
romance that corresponded in its general shape with the hardships endured by James before attaining to the succession, the escape of King,
Queen, and royal children from assassination, and finally with the
reunification both of the British Isles under a single crown and of father,
mother, and daughter in Whitehall.
A particularly interesting feature of this construction is that Pericles' wise
counsellor, Helicanus, is taken to correspond with Francis Bacon. Now, as to
remodelling, the whole play, including the revised portion, adheres pretty
constantly to the old legend, as Steevens pointed out. The tremendous popular
response to the happy ending may well indicate a need for an anodyne, instead
of an upsurge of optimism. Of the historic events cited, the family reunion at
Whitehall took place after the registration of the play. There is reason to believe
that when the character of Helicanus was conceived Bacon was young and not
yet prominent.
Among the myths accounting for the mysterious change in Shakespeare's
work, the most attractive, naturally, is that which supposes some personal
crisis in the poet's life. Over a hundred years ago, Edward Dowden suggested
four descriptive biographical phrases for the "periods" of Shakespeare's
career: "in the workshop," "in the world," "out of the depths," and "on the
heights."• These imaginative headings were very popular in Victorian times,
but by the turn of the century some outspoken critics were describing the fourth
period as decadent, not triumphant. This view was trenchantly stated by Lytton
Strachey in 1904. • E.K. Chambers drew a hypothetical picture of the great
alteration:
The change from the Shakespeare of the last tragedies to the
Shakespeare of the romances is so fundamental and above all so sudden,
as to need some exceptional and drastic explanation. It is not a mere
transition ... It is rather a conversion, a complete reversal of standards
and values, which at once betrays itself through the whole man, in his
sense of rhythm no less than in his spiritual outlook. Something happened
when he laid aside Timon of Athens, some crisis of overwrought brain and
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nerve; and when he recovered, lying there, let us hope, in the great
chamber of New Place in Stratford, it was no longer the Shakespeare of
Timon who regarded a new-washed world. And when he came back to
work, he took up the silly piece which George Wilkins had been allowed to
begin in his absence .... 10
Conjectures and theses about Shakespeare's transformation are abundant.
Doubtless, he was growing older; and times and tastes were changing.
Whatever happened at a critical juncture was momentous, deeply involving his
life's work. A simple possibility, which textual evidence favors, is that
Shakespeare took up, and rapidly revised in much of its last three acts, an old
play of his own. When it enchanted his public, he probably was astonished, and
he may well have experienced an intoxicating liberation. At any rate, he
shrewdly proceeded to bring forth three new models of the same basic design.
John Dryden, who was born fifteen years after Shakespeare's death and knew
people who had known him, said that Pericles was the first birth of the poet's
muse; 11 and he may well have been right, as regards the original composition.
What we have, then, I believe, is at base a Shakespeare primitive. When he
revised the last three acts of Pericles and brought it to the theatre, he recently
had been working with another old play, a chronicle history of King Leir which
dated from the early 1590's. u Whether he used the manuscript of that play or an
edition published in 1605 is not known. It is old-fashioned and anonymous; but it
was written by some gentle Shakespeare-like genius, and it has sterling
qualities which caused Tolstoy to prefer it to Shakespeare's thorough transformation of it. Shakespeare's engagement with Leir is tangent to that with
Pericles, and why he released the latter only partially revised remains a matter
of conjecture. We do know that the need for a new play at the Globe was
chronically urgent.
The evolving climate of opinion about the play is perhaps best illustrated by a
recent statement of Kenneth Muir:
rve now moved not entirely to the position, but to a point where I am
willing to consider the position, that Pericles as originally written was
one of Shakespeare's earliest plays, and that the difference between the
first two acts and the rest of the play is that these are more or less as he
originally wrote them. All this is complicated by textual matters, which
make it impossible to arrive at any final conclusion. u
I think Professor Muir is too pessimistic about the textual obstacles, some of
which are chimeras; though perhaps the problem was underrated by one
eminent scholar who once said to me privately that the text of Pericles was "as
plain as a pikestaff.,,
The 1609 Quarto of Pericles was not printed from the manuscript "book"
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entered to Edward Blount in the Stationers' Register in the preceding year (20
May). Blount published neither it nor a "book" of Antony and Cleopatra entered
at the same time. He may have made the entries to protect the copyright; but
since he shortly afterwards moved his business to a new location, one might
surmise that the manuscript was lost in the shuffle and that some opportunist
was able to find a rougher copy. Thus it was perhaps "stolne and surreptitious,"
a phrase applied by the editors of the 1623 Folio to some early Shakespeare
publications. The manuscript evidently was not one suitable for printer or
stage-prompter; but there is reason to think that it was substantially the play
that, as its title-page states, had been "diuers and sundry times acted by his
Maiesties Seruants, at the Globe on the Banck-side." The 1609 Pericles was
published by Henry Gosson, 14 not regularly a publisher of plays. Thus, Pericles
has experienced an odyssey of its own and even yet is not safe in port. It has
often been asserted that the editors of the Shakespeare Folio rejected it; but
this is only an inference. There may have been difficulty about the copyright, as
there was in the case of Troilus and Cressida. 15 Meanwhile the right to print it
continued to be passed along, even after the Folio came out.
Of course, the idea that all of Pericles is Shakespeare's is not new; but advocates of it may well have often felt themselves to be voices crying among the
notes and queries. The question of the authorship was discussed at length by
George Steevens and Edmond Malone in a debate published in 1780 •• and
reprinted in their collected Shakespeare, a forerunner of the modern variorum
editions-among which, incidentally, Pericles has not yet found a place.
Neither critic explored the possibility, which now seems obvious, that it could
be of two periods of composition. Malone argued for Shakespeare's authorship,
dating the composition about 1590-91. Steevens, with some asperity, rejected
Malone's view. Some of his reasons may be mentioned here. Pericles was, he
said, "little more than a string of adventures," following its source more
closely than was Shakespeare's wont excepting in dramatizing history or such
credited accounts. This is very true, and it allies the play, in technique, with a
large bulk of Shakespeare's early work. Steevens further says that Gower's
loosely made tale "would hardly have attracted the notice of any playwright,
except one who was quite a novice in the rules of his art." This harmonizes with
Dryden's understanding that Pericles was his first play. But what was "absolutely decisive" against Shakespeare's authorship, Steevens said, was the
play's "more frequent and more awkward ellipses" than occur in
Shakespeare's plays, an observation that has remained a major argument. The
most conspicuous and frequent ellipsis in Pericles is the omission of "who" or
"that" when it is the subject of a verb, a practice obsolescent at that time, and
now rarely met with. To cite a particularly troublesome example in Pericles:
Thou speak'st like himnes vntuterd to repeat. (l.iv .74)
The peculiar "himnes" means, of course, "him's" (:::::him who is); but the
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printer could make nothing of it. When the second quarto was set from the first
(which was soon sold out), the compositor set "hymnes," supposing perhaps
church songs. The later quartos ·show the continued struggle with the
meaningless word. The fourth prints "hymmes" and the sixth, in desperation,
"hywmes." Malone finally made the correction.
The whole line I have quoted, though taken from the so-called nonShakespearean part of the play, is strongly suggestive of Shakespeare. He
favored the contraction "speak'st," using it throughout his works seven times
as often as "speakest." He often used "repeat," as here, to mean report or
relate rather than the usual meaning of reiterate. The most distinctively
Shakespearean word, however, is "untutored," which occurs several times in
his early works, its first recorded appearances in the English vocabulary.
The twenty-two instances of such omission of the relative pronoun in Pericles
have been a major reason for attributing the play to George Wilkins, whose one
independent play, The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, contains as many
examples. Yet this ellipsis is Shakespearean enough. In Pericles eight of the
omissions occur in the latter, or Shakespearean part. True, some of these eight
might be vestiges of the old play that Shakespeare revised in patches. But no
play of his is without one or more examples, and in Cymbeline, written shortly
after the history-making Pericles, there are ten. The conspicuous use in
Pericles may well have been a practice the young Shakespeare soon got under
control. Wilkins, in fact, seems to have corrected his stylistic habit: of the
twenty-two instances in The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, all but three are in
the first half.
Wilkins' play, printed in 1607 (entered in the Stationers' Register 31 July),
"As it is now playd by his Maiesties Seruants," contains a number of hints of
Pericles, which was acted by the same company <Shakespeare's) sometime
between 5 January 1606 and 23 November 1608. 17 Wilkins' play contains, for
example, the lines
As women owe a duty, so do men.
Men must be like the branch and barke to trees,
Which doth defend them from tempestuous rage.
<Lines 268-70)1•
Pericles speaks of his function as prince:
Who once no more but as the tops of trees,
Which fence the roots they grow by and defend them.
( I.ii.32-3)
This and other like verbal correspondences indicate that one of the plays
contains borrowings from the other or that, as some have inferred, Wilkins at
least collaborated in the writing of Pericles. But there is a quite different and
more conspicuous connection between Wilkins and Pericles. In 1608, the year
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after Wilkins' The Miseries of Enforced Marriage was published and the year
before Pericles appeared in print, Wilkins produced a novel, The Painfull
Aduentures of Pericles Prince of Tyre. Being the true History of the Play of
Pericles, as it was lately presented by the worthy and ancient Poet John
Gower."
Wilkins was an opportunist. His play, The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, is

based on a sensational crime story of the year 1604, a Yorkshireman's
massacre of his children. He had appropriated, in 1605, an entire translation by
Arthur Golding of The Historie of Justine, somewhat altering and embroidering
the language. Wilkins' book purports to be a new translation. He now aimed to
profit by the popularity of Pericles. He evidently had seen it acted, perhaps
more than once; but he did not know it very well. He had before him, however,
one of its sources, Twine's novel, which had been reprinted in 1607, perhaps
because of the fame of the play; and about a third of Wilkins' novel of Pericles is
verbatim out of Twine, interwoven with recollections of the play. Wilkins shows
little if any knowledge of John Gower's version, the play's principal source.
Evidently, however, the play whose "true history" Wilkins transproses is
substantially the play Pericles as it was published a little later. He does not
mention Shakespeare; and this fact together with his description of his novel, in
his dedication, as "a poore infant of my braine" has encouraged some to think
that he wrote the original play. (Neither does he mention Twine.>
The theory of Wilkins' participation in the authorship of Pericles, so weak in
its fundamentals, might well have been abandoned by now except for one
curious feature of his novel. At times its prose breaks into iambic rhythm, a
stylistic feature that has helped to foster the idea that Wilkins had knowledge
of, and had perhaps written, an earlier version of the play, an Ur-Pericles. I
think it more probable, however, that Wilkins' occasional prose iambics are a
part of his technique in appropriating other men's work. That practice can be
seen in his adaptation, in his novel, of a passage from Othello. Kenneth Muir has
already noted that the phrase "awaken'd Death" (p. 58) is taken by Wilkins
from this passage in Othello: zo
May the winds blow till they have waken'd death:
And let the labouring bark climb hills of seas
Olympus high, and duck again as low
As hell's from heaven. <II.i.188-91)2'
What probably called this passage into Wilkins' memory was a line in Pericles,
in a storm scene, "a whisper in the eares of death." <III.i.9) I find that
elsewhere in his novel (p. 31) he makes use of the rest of the Othello passage,
first working in a snatch from the first of Genesis. Note his embedded iambic
lines:
for darkness was on the whole face of the waters, hills of seas were about
him, one sometimes tossing him euen to the face of heauen, while another
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sought to sincke him to the roofe of hell, some cryed, others laboured, bee
onely prayed.
Earlier, in his plagiarism of Golding's translation of the histories of Justine, a
similar kind of recycling is often visible, the inventing of ornament and a tendency toward iambic rhythm. Golding's prose reads:
In euerie hard and difficult matter to haue one to trie out the ieopardyes
and perilles before thee, and to haue as it were a lodesman to go before
thee in euerye daunger: neuer to be destitute of tryed experience: and to
be briefe, of thinges paste <whyche properlye and peculiarlye appertayneth to the dutye of a wise man> pollitikely to foresee what may
foil owe in all chaunces, and to iudge of them as if they were present. 22
Wilkins' plagiarism reads:
In euery difficult and daungerous matter, to haue one try the perils, and
as it were tread the yce before them, neuer to bee destitute of tryed experience, and by times past which properly and peculiarly appertaineth
to the duty of a wise man, politickly to foresee what may succeed in all
estates, and to iudge of them as yf they were present. u
In The Painfull Aduentures, even in passages where there can hardly have been
any underlying stage counterpart and the source is clearly Twine, the same
stylistic qualities appear. Such is the passage telling of Antiochus' rape of his
daughter. According to Twine:
he threwe away all regard of his own hones tie, and unlosed the knot of her
virginitie. <P. 426)
Wilkins amplifies and embellishes:
throwing away all regard of his owne honesty he unloosed the knotte of
her virginitie, and so left this weeping braunch to wither by the stocke
that brought her foorth. CP. 11)
Throughout Wilkins' novel, whether because he is a verse playwright summarizing a verse play, or because he is influenced by Twine's somewhat
rhythmic prose, or because he is consciously re-creating the story in an original
fashion, Wilkins often drops into iambics and out again, sometimes inserting
into the rhythm the names of speakers and apparent bits of stage business.
Wilkins' technique is best illustrated, in his novel, in his narrative of Marina's
adventures, an independent play occupying most of the fourth act. Pericles has
left the infant Marina at Tharsus in the care of Cleon and Dionyza, going on
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home and unaccountably neglecting her until she has grown to the age of
fourteen. Dionyza comes to hate her because her own daughter is eclipsed by
the beautiful and accomplished guest. In a dialogue with Cleon distinctly
suggestive of Lady Macbeth's persuasion of her husband, she determines upon
murder. She commands a slave to dispatch the girl. The scene is near the sea.
Leonine. I will doo't, but yet she is a goodly creature.
Dionyza. The fitter then the gods should haue her.< IV.i.9-10)

This is Wilkins' account of the action that follows:
On the sodaine toward her, out rushed this Leonine, and with a looke as
cruell as his heart, and speech as harsh as his intent, he resolued her in
blunt wordes, that he was come to kill her, that he was hired vnto it by
Dyonysa her foster mother, that she was too good for men, and therefore
he would send her to the gods.
This metrical narrative is not from an Ur-Pericles. It comprises a paraphrase
of Twine's "Then the villain rushed violently upon her," a description of the
manner of the actor, and a smattering of the dialogue of the play including
Dionyza 's line quoted above.
Marina is saved by the arrival of a band of pirates who take her to Mitylene <a
place proverbial in history for its dissoluteness> and sell her into a brothel. Here
she begins reforming all the whoremongers, to the consternation of the entire
staff. The principal patron is Lysimachus, the governor, a young gentleman
whose munificence has enriched the brothel and whose function evidently is to
initiate any newly arrived virgins. He bustles in <IV.vi.21 ff.) demanding "a
douzen virginities," but Marina, in a brief dialogue, reforms him, and soon
afterwards she marries him. This action is prescribed by the legend <Twine's
version, not Gower's), from whose narrative terms the novice playwright, as
Steevens noted, does not free himself.
This "instant conversion;• regarded as one of the main cruces of the play, is
not, however, unprepared for. Just before Lysimachus' entrance, two young
men who have just encountered Saint Marina are leaving the brothel to "go
heare the Vestalls sing"; they are "out of the road of rutting for euer." Marina
now confronts Lysimachus in the serene confidence of conscious rectitude and
with an aggressive spirit that puts him on the defensive. She censures "the
Gouvernour of this place" for entering "a place of such resort,'' demands, "If
you were born to honour, show it now," and rails on fortune for placing her in
"this stie." The Governor, at first incredulous, is suddenly meek. He is a
changed man, though he weakly disclaims evil intentions; and it helps little to
grant that considering his previous thoughtless playboy morality he may be
telling the truth. He says (italics mine): "Had I brought hither a corrupted
minde, thy speeche had altered it,'' and "For me be you though ten, that I came
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with no ill intent, for to me the very dores and windows sauor vilely, fare thee
well, thou art a peece of vertue ... "
Wilkins' report of this scene of conversion has stirred conjecture and is the
mainstay of the theory of an Ur-Pericles. He has Marina deliver a sermonette in
some five hundred words, in prose largely metrical, incorporating and amplifying the sense of her laconic speeches and adding tearful supplication
suggested by Twine's narrative. Lysimachus is converted. His humble
rejoinder reflects, at points (e.g. "a peece of goodnesse") the language of the
text; but Wilkins has him combine and confuse the two sentences <quoted
above> of his disclaimer, reversing their meaning. Wilkins has Lysimachus say
I hither came with thoughts intemperate, foul and deformed, the which
your paines so well haue laued that they are now white. <P. 91 >
It seems possible that Wilkins has missed the subjunctive in one sentence and

misheard the other <note italics in both), or that his memory of the scene is
weak; more likely, he deliberately "improved upon" the play. This part of the
play is allied, in language and dramaturgy, with the unrevised first half of
Pericles. The style of Wilkins' report is the same as elsewhere, and he has
recourse to Twine. There is no need to suppose that he is quoting from some lost
underlying version of the play. An Ur-Pericles apparently is an ignis fatuus. On
the other hand, Shakespeare may have retouched the scene before it got to the
stage. In any case, it seems a major error to piece out the dialogue with some
fifty lines from Wilkins, as has sometimes been done in production.
The proximity of the original Pericles to the old miracle play should be kept in
mind. The mediaeval play of the miraculous conversion of Saul of Tarsus had
been played in English midland towns.
Shakespeare's Pericles and Wilkins' The Miseries were near contemporaries
at the Globe, and it is very likely that their authors were acquainted. Both gave
testimony later in the Bellott-Mountjoy lawsuit <1612). Perhaps Shakespeare
helped to get Wilkins' play accepted by the King's Men; and also Pericles may
have influenced Wilkins to end his play, which is sordid and tragic till near the
close, in reunion and reconciliation rather than in the carnage of the original
news story and also of another play based on it, A Yorkshire Tragedy (which,
incidentally, was at the time attributed to Shakespeare). But that Wilkins had
any share in writing Pericles, or had any knowledge of a different version, is not
supported by any substantial evidence.
Other candidates for the authorship of or collaboration in Pericles include
Thomas Heywood, William Rowley, and John Day. Of these only Day has
tangible connections with it. The editor of the Arden Pericles has shown that
several of Day's plays which were printed before Pericles contain "a strikingly
large number of parallels" to it. 24 These can all be conceded. One especially
invites examination. Act II, scene i, the scene in Pericles that is involved, is in
its way the most attractive in the earlier half of the play. The Prince, like
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Odysseus on Phaeacia, has been washed ashore, his ship and all other
passengers lost in a storm. Barely able to speak, he is apostrophizing the storm
and its gods when three Fishermen appear. These amiable folk are conceded to
Shakespeare, even by many critics who are skeptical of the rest. They have the
same naturalness, canny humor, and tradesman-like professional morale that
characterize Shakespeare's laboring-class groups, whether denizens of the
brothel or more legitimate craftsmen. The portion of the scene paralleled by
Day begins at line 29.

3. Fisherman. Maister I maruell how the Fishes liue in the Sea?
l. Fisherman. Why,asMendoa-land:

The great ones eate vp the little ones;
I can compare our rich Misers to nothing so fitly,
As to a Whale; a playes and tumbles,
Dryuing the poore Fry before him,
And at last, deuowre them all at a mouthfull:
Such Whales haue I heard on, a 'th land,
Who neuer leaue gaping, till they swallow'd
The whole Parish, Church, Steeple, Belles and all.
Pericles. A prettie morall.
3. Fisherman. But Maister, if I had been the Sexton, I would haue been
that day in the belfrie.
2. Fisherman. Why, Man?
l. Fisherman. Because he should haue swallowed me too,
And when I had been in his belly,
I would haue kept such a iangling of the Belles,
That he should neuer haue left,
Till he cast Belles, Steeple, Church and Parish vp againe.

In Day's Law Tricks, published in 1608 but thought to have been written some
four years earlier, two passages appear that obviously are related to the
foregoing. A young lady and her page are exchanging witticisms. 21
Ioculo. Welcome to Genoa, Madam, and to make a short cut of our long
trauell, faith tell mee, how do you feel yourselfe since you came
ashore?
Emilia. Feele my selfe? Why, with my hands: What an idle question's
that!
Ioculo. Then pray be you better occupied in your answere.-But, Madam,
doe you remember what a multitude of fishes we saw at Sea? and I doe
wonder how they allliue by one another.
Emilia. Why, foole, as men do on the Land; the great ones eate vp the
little ones.- But Ioculo, I am great, passing great, and readie to lye
down. (l.ii; p.15)
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Further on in Law Tricks a young gallant and a servant, Adam, are talking of
lawyers.
Adam. I knew one of that facultie in one terme eat vp a whole Towne,
Church, Steeple and all.
Iulio.I wonder the Bels rung not all in his belly. (ll.i; p.26)
The Arden editor takes these correspondences, along with a good many others,
to indicate that Day took at least a part in the composition of Pericles. The
assumption is that Pericles was written later; but the first half, to which all the
cited passages correspond, may easily have been written earlier. A.H. Bullen,
the editor of Day's works, who noticed the correspondences quoted, inferred
that "Day must either have seen the MS. of Pericles, or must have carried
away the words in his memory from the playhouse. " 1•In Pericles the passage is
organic and relevant; in Law Tricks the parts are lugged in, as the context
shows. They have the earmarks of echoes of Pericles.
The simplest explanation is that Wilkins and Day were helping themselves to
bits of the language and imagery of Pericles. It is perhaps pertinent to mention
that Wilkins, a deeply disturbed personality, in addition to rifling the works of
Golding and Twine, was haled into court on various charges including theft, 17
and that Day had been expelled from Cambridge for stealing a book. 11
Pericles in its original state may have existed as early as the early 1590s. The
works on which it is based were in existence at that time. The most recent
edition of Gower's Confessio Amantis was that of 1554. Twine's Patterne of
Painefull Aduentures was entered in the Stationers' Register in 1576 and
probably was printed soon afterwards; the earliest surviving copy is of an
edition of the 1590s. A book that apparently furnished some heraldic emblems
and mottoes used in Act II, George Paradin's Heroicall Deuices, was entered in
1591 and published in 1592. The play shows influence from Sidney's Arcadia,
which was published in 1590 but had been written some ten years before. The
reference to "the great pirate Valdes" (IV.i. 96) is thought to be a humorous
thrust at a Spanish admiral of that name in the Armada; 11 if so, the topicality
would be timely just after the Armada disaster of 1588.
I do not assume that the original manuscript lay untouched until Shakespeare
took it up for partial revision about the time of Lear: yet I know of no influence
from sources after the early 1590s. One apparent exception requires examining.
When young Pericles discovers Antiochus' incest with his daughter, he flees
for his life and the king sends a minion, Thaliard, after him. This servant has
some of the Shakespearean lower-class philosopher about him. He soliloquizes
<italics mine) :
Well, I perceiue he was a wise fellow, and had good discretion, that being
bid to aske what he would of the King, desired he might knowe none of his
secrets. (l.iii. 4-6)
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This anecdote bad appeared in Sir Thomas North's translation of Plutarch's life
of Demetrius (Lives, 1579, p. 947):

What wilt thou baue me giue thee of my things, Phllippides? euen what it
shall please thee, 0 king, so it be none of the secrets.
This surely appears to be the source for Pericles; but modern editors follow
George Steevens in preferring to believe that the source was a version of the
story by Barnabe Riebe in Souldiers Wishe to Britains Welfare (1604): 10

I will therefore commende the Poet Phllippides, who being demaunded
by King Lisimmacbus, what fauour be might doe vnto him for that be
loued him, made this aunswere to the King that your maiestie would
neuer impart vnto me any of your secrets.
Verbal correspondences favor Plutarch as the source for Pericles; and one
more bit of evidence seems to make it conclusive. In the margin of the page in
Plutarch (p. 947) is the note:
Phllippides notable aunswer vnto king Lysimichus, not desiring to heare
his secrets.
The added verbal correspondence favors Plutarch as the source. One additional
observation: Shakespeare is known to have drawn upon marginal notes in his
reading. 11
If the myths of Wilkins' and Day's authorship, together with the fata morgana
of an Or-Pericles, have been distracting to scholarship, the reputation of extreme corruption of the Quarto text has been discouraging. When Dover Wilson,
editor-in-chief of the Cambridge Shakespeare, passed along the task of editing
Pericles to J .C. Maxwell, he did so apologetically:
Pericles, probably only Shakespeare's in part, and surviving in a single
text, namely a bad quarto, obscure in origin and evidently much
corrupted by unknown agencies of transmission, offers the editor a task
of extreme complexity in return for which he can expect little gratitude. 12

From Edmond Malone to E.K. Chambers, most scholars have described the
text as extremely corrupt. Lately, however, it is being recognized that the text
is not that bad. The reputedly non-shakespearean first half is in reasonably
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good order. The latter, or Shakespearean part is very untidily printed, with
much of the verse as prose, and prose as verse. It appears that the manuscript
was, as Craig and Sisson independently observed,11 at least in part in
Shakespeare's handwriting. I take it that much of the manuscript looked rather
like prose, what with revisions on an older draft, and the printers used their own
judgement, which was not good. Such "foul papers" would have been recopied
in getting the play ready for the theatre, arranging the lines, making further
revisions, and adding stage directions. Then the final draft, or a copy of it,
would be the "book" registered for Edward Blount on 20 May 1608.
The Quarto of 1609 has many blemishes, real and fancied, not organic but due
primarily if not entirely to the state of the manuscript and the printers' handling of it. Some supposed flaws are cleared by referring to Shakespeare's
background of learning or his archaic usages. For example the odd expression,
"humming water," for which "hemming water" has been suggested as
emendation, turns out to be normally Shakespearean, adapted from Golding's
Ovid. u An important crux, regarded as hopeless for want of a finite verb, is
Our toungs and sorrowes to sound deepe:
Our woes into the aire, our eyes to weepe. (I.iv. 12-13)
Yet an old use of the infinitive as imperative was still current. ss When
Lysimachus enters the brothel, a bawd says "Now the gods to bless your
Honour." (IV.vi. 24); and in Shakespeare's will are found such legal expressions as "my executours to pay." Even nowadays we say: "Not to worry."
One might point to a number of widely adopted but unnecessary emendations.
As Sisson put it,· "Never has a play of Shakespeare been so cavalierly dealt with
by its editors. " 11
Among the actual corruptions there is evidence of difficult handwriting
aggravated by hurried or careless or dull compositors. This is illustrated by
"himnes," above. Such causes also account for "Irany shed" <III.cho. 35),
altered in the third quarto to the equally meaningless "Irony shed." Steevens
finally realized that the MS copy must have read "Iravyshed" (i.e. y-ravished),
one of the quasi-Middle English words the playwright used to flavor the
choruses spoken by Gower. A more interesting example is "ayre remayning"
(Ill.i. 63), which very probably is the compositor's hasty or unintelligent
separation of the compound "ayremayning." It should be printed "aye
remaining," matching "aye accursed" in Macbeth and "aye hopeless" in
Cymbeline, plays near to this latter part of Pericles in order of composition.
Editors, however, give "e'er remaining," presuming that the Quarto is a
reported text and that the reporter misheard "e'er." This is significant, for the
theory of oral transmission needs the support of mishearings, and this supposed
instance is as firm as any of the six that the Arden editor was able to gather
from the whole play. n My belief is that an auditory stage in the transmission of
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this text is a chimera. The Arden editor comes close to realizing this, and he
says, with blunt truth,
Everything, then, in the case of Pericles, points to hasty and careless
printing, a fact to which, it will be remembered, Malone gave emphasis,
but which modern scholars, preoccupied with the reporter, have tended
to minimize."
A reporter persistently haunts the text of the play. In one version of the
theory, not one but two reporters, of different abilities, provided the copy for the
Quarto, causing the conspicuous differences between the halves of it. u The
mainstay of the theory of oral transmission is a misapprehension which, but for
the general preoccupation with the reporter, should have been corrected long
ago. It was incorporated in an article by Sina Spiker in 1933. 40 Her article is
mainly an admirable refutation of Wilkins' authorship. The refutation has not
been sufficiently heeded; but an incidental misconstruction in the article has
been adopted and enlarged upon. It has to do with young Pericles' conduct in the
second scene of the play, an episode original with the playwright.
The young prince has returned to Tyre from Antioch, where he has sought the
hand of the king's daughter, a celebrated beauty. He is in a state of shock, for he
has discovered that King Antiochus and his daughter are living in incest. He
realizes that Antiochus, to preserve his secret, will overrun Tyre and kill him.
He is in seclusion ("withdrawing himself into his studie"-Twine; "Let none
disturb vs' '-Per. l.ii. 1), giving way to despair and grief, which he expresses in
a soliloquy like Hamlet's self-description to Rosencrans and Guildenstern. Then
his Lords intrude, and two of them address him soothingly. (Italics mine).
I. Lord. loy and all comfort in your sacred brest.
2. Lord. And keep your mind till you returne to vs peacefull and comfortable. <Lines a.H)
Till he returns, that is, from his seclusion, to familiar society and his royal
position. Here Helicanus, an old counsellor, reproves the Lords for inflating his
sin with flattery. His sin, of course, is his virtual abdication of his kingly function, and their flattery is the insidious but prevalent one of acquiescing in the
follies of the great. That this is the meaning is confirmed by Wilkins' account of
the scene and the drift of Helicanus' speech. Pericles dismisses all the other
Lords, and Helicanus quickly convinces him that he must bear with patience
the griefs of his own making and for the present "go trauell for a while." He
leaves secretly, just in time to escape the servant whom Antiochus has sent to
kill him. Helicanus later explains to the Lords that Pericles has left with a
conviction of sin and a purpose of self-correction.
The immediate purpose of this summary is to make it clear that the Prince's
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attitude and behavior fully justify the phrase, "till you returne to vs." It was,
however, construed by Spiker as "a hint at knowledge on the part of the courtiers that the Lords are told of Pericles' decision to flee from Tyre," although it
is not until the following scene that they are told anything of his plans for the
future. A generation of scholars have used this supposed organic corruption to
support the theory that a reporter has here lost his bearings and brought in
something that belongs later in the play. Even the Arden editor, though usually
wary of the reporter, presents in his "Appendix C" a hypothetical reconstruction of the scene.
Why the misapprehension has prospered so long is a pretty question. It may,
at any rate, have given comfort to any who believed that Shakespeare might
have authored the first half of Pericles but could never have written it that way:
an intervening reporter has done who knows what to the poetry. The late
Shakespeare scholar John Crow described the "deadly sin" of assuming that
Shakespeare was at all times the sublime poet. Crow called it "over-awedness,
or thou-art-free-ism." Shakespeare was "a Minerva who sprang ready-armed
into life from an improbable place.'' 41 It would serve as a corrective if it could
be shown that the first half of Pericles is beyond doubt directly from the hand of
the poet.
This second scene has an important bearing on the meaning of the play. Its
dramaturgy is amateurish: the "instant conversion" of Pericles, like that of
Lysimachus, is meagre by Jacobean standards; but its integrity is perfect and
it initiates a major theme, the miraculous restorative power of the essentially
good. The healing agency is often human. Here the "physition" is Helicanus, "A
figure of trueth, of faith, of loyaltie" (Epilogue); soon it is Pericles himself,
who arrives at starving Tharsus with a shipload of corn; then the leech
Cerimon, "learned charitie," who resurrects Thaisa; finally it is Marina, who
redeems Lysimachus from vice and her father from dying of grief. This theme
is linked throughout with another which is pervasive in the romances: God's in
his heaven. This is conveyed in many ways. Pericles sails into Tharsus harbor
with his cargo of grain as Cleon is praying; Pericles is cast on the shore where
his destiny lies, like Jonah, who is clearly suggested in the scene with the
fishermen. The sea, like the whale, swallows, but casts up. A very special wave
lifts Thaisa's coffin to the beach near a great physician's home; and the coffin
itself is, prophetically, bitumed, like the arks that saved Noah and Moses;
though how the word found its way from the Vulgate (Genesis 6:14 and Exodus
2:3) into the play is a mystery. Finally the despairing Pericles is carried by
chance into the port where Marina lives. The story is itself, as Gower says in the
first chorus, a restorative. It is remarkable that divine providence, pervasive in
the romances, is named only in The Tempest.
It is instructive, of course, to have Shakespeare's sensitive melancholy man,
embryonic in the first scenes of the play, fully developed in the last. Richard II
and Hamlet are in the interim. Comparable is the ferocious Dionyza as a
foreshadowing of Lady Macbeth. The planning of the murder of Marina is in the
latter half of the play where apparently it was left unrevised.
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But the implications of Pericles for the fifteen-year interval in the development of the Shakespeare canon are numerous and require full exploration, as
do its revelations of what happened in the great emergence of Elizabethan
drama with its heritage from the past.
The biblical archetype of Pericles is not Job, as some have suggested, nor
Jonah, but Lot, who pitches his tent to a place of sexual enormity and is visited
by disasters. Pericles has reason, as he goes into exile, to be remorseful for
what he bas brought on his people by intruding into a situation of incest and
sadism. Antiochus poses an easy riddle (which, judging from a group of thirty
college students who knew nothing of the play, was seen through by half the
suitors for his daughter's hand) and beheads alike those who solve it and those
who fail. The final punishment at Antioch, like the destruction of Sodom, is the
death of king and daughter by "a fire from heauen" (II.iv.>. This is not said, as
in the sources, to be lightning, though the phrase "heauens shaft" may suggest
it. The occasion is a gala day. The fire that destroyed Sodom, as in other biblical
instances including one in II Maccabees (Ch.l), the book from which (Ch.9)
Shakespeare adapted the account of Antiochus' death, came on a sunny day.
Pericles, like other plays of Shakespeare, has much scripture interfused. 42
Putting aside collaborators, reporters, and the Ur-Pericles, research has
work ahead leading to criticism and editing that will reveal the coherence of
Pericles in all its diversity. A few scholars have begun this process. E.M.W.
Tillyard, though he thought that Pericles is unsuited for firm conclusions about
the romances, did splendid service in showing the independent worth of the last
plays. 41 G. Wilson Knight convinced many that Pericles is essentially
Shakespearean. 44 Several recent writers on the romances have treated Pericles
fully as Shakespeare's though not aware of the time lapse in its composition. 45
That basic premise, if confirmed, will influence Shakespeare scholarship.
Studies of the language are needed. We have, in the first half as in the latter,
Shakespeare as maker of modern English. Neologisms accompany archaisms.
He brings into use (by whomever invented) "countless," "untutored,"
"shriveled," "title page," "harborage," and many other particulars. We seem
to see him making "harborage" from Gower's "herbergage" (line 556), 41 and
he used it later in King John. It would be useful, since many will not be content
with the impersonal testimony of a computer, 47 to show whether the spellings of
the Quarto are Shakespeare's. Some evidence has already been adduced that
the spellings are, in any case, the author's. 41 I note that in some twoscore instances distinctive spellings of the Quarto are also to be found in texts thought
to be proximate to Shakespeare's hand; and some I have not found in other
writers of the time.
U it is possible to identify an individual infallibly by a single fingerprint or a
single recorded spoken word, detective art will find ways to identify the author
of a whole play.
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Frances M. Malpezzi
Conversation
grasping
grasping for the word
lost as it is in the fog
to touch
the thought
see it suddenly
spring forth
volatile
like a minotaur
ramping
through the labyrinthine circles
of the mind
first
only an enigmatic clue
vague and undefined
then tangible
the monster uncontrolled
the word given utterance
its force unleashed
its power
destructive
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Night-life
Sometimes she is alive again,
Alive and suffering.
The years of pain
Compressed
Into one night
Like tim elapse photography
So I can watch the mind fragment.
The five year splintering
Shatters through my head
As the sick body
Rots out moans
In echoed distortion.
She walks the paths of torment
As if doomed
To work out her purgatory
In my dreams,
Paining her way through my nights.
And I,

I must feel each spasm
Until the euthanasia of morning.
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The Revenant
She probably wanted a freezer for years,
Had nagged him incessantly
In a shrill, nasal tone,
But being a tight-fisted bastard
He wasn't about to spend good money
On an old lady who was bound to die soon anyway.
Instead, he preached to her about mortification,
Tried to convince her that if she really loved Jesus
She would forget about that new Amana or Frigidaire
And fix her mind on eternal rewards.
When she died, of course, it was a different matter.
He had to get something to keep the old lady on ice
Until he could resurrect her
For the greater glory of Jesus
And maybe even get on the Johnny Carson Show.
He wanted to take her across the state line,
Into Missouri.
So she wouldn't have to wake
To the dead realization of Arkansas.
Perhaps he was a dutiful son, after all.
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So the shell of the woman
Who gave him life
Rests in its icy coffin
While he prays and fasts
And thinks about warming
The cockles of her heart again
<Something he'd not done since he was three).
Dante would probably have read a catholic allegory
Into this strange Cocytus of the heart,
This frozen Southern heart,
Full of petty fears,
Of ignorance and sin,
Of narrow-minded hates
And even
Motherlove.

How can such a stainless steel tomb
Become a life-giving womb ...
And if she wakes
Will she curse the son
Who should have mourned her
Instead of giving her life?
Will she say,
'A cold coming I had of it'
As she, without the wisdom of Eliot's old man,
Remerges, born into another death?
Ill at ease now in the world
In which the heart cannot thaw
And sorrow must ever be resurrected.
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The Unmetamorphosed Beast
The trap is sprung
and I am caught again
Ensnared
in thinwebbed
steelbiting
delusions
so the chase ends
the victim writhing
And is it not better
Daphne
long-invoked goddess
is it not better
to be a tree
thickskinned bark
never bleeding
ears stuffed with twigs
deaf
to all pleas
knotted roots
tying you
safely and green
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William Powers
Heart
leaps up
a toad
plonk
so down
a sac
of wart
in dark place
jumping
courses of rainbow

Well, sir
we tried raising ducks
you know
down on the pond
they were
friendly buggers
follow you all over
quack, quack, quack
vanished
everyone of them
disappeared
never left a feather
something got them
fox
hunter maybe
they shoot anything
never heard the shooting
our goat
she done better
never once got shot
ate up the apple trees though
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... from Darwin's journal
In the afternoon
we anchored in the Bay of Good Success
At night
it blew a gale of wind
Then came
the Fuegeans
In them
becomes visible
the savage man
They are
manifest of copper color
black in face
scarce of language but for base gesture
cry

alike in fear or trust
Captain Fitz Roy purchased
a child for a pearl button
determined to educate him
to instruct him in religion
Again
it blew a gale of wind
We lost one ship's boat
six seamen, the child, in it
two recovered

Words
like prayer husks
we have many these pledges fallen
garment cast among barn grass
until there is no more of embrasure
than wakings and cries
yet your voice is sometime
as call known chill of loon
night born to rower breathing adrift
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NOI~QI~

A MEASURE OF
SPINDRIFT
Jean Fausett Atthowe

T

HE wind was rising even then, Rhea remembered, the day Mrs. Cahill
came over about the cat. But Uncle LeMoyne had said from the start
that it would come to nothing. Gusts slapped at the clovers on Mrs.
Cahill's apron as she stood looking up at Aunt Therese and Rhea from the foot of
their back stoop the afternoon before the storm. Her ankles were splattered
with mud.
"Why was she here anyway about that cat crying in the night?" Aunt Therese
asked Uncle LeMoyne before dinner as he shook the rain out of his umbrella.
"After all that dog business when they moved next door three years ago. I
couldn't believe my eyes," was the way Rhea always heard her begin the story.
"I rushed to the kitchen window. That Cahill woman was out in her side yard
banging a kettle with a spoon. I thought she was possessed. 'Yah! Yah!' she
shouted. Acted like she was a beater for an African safari. Then I saw the dogs
streak under the hydrangeas for home.''
Evenings, Mr. Cahill took to his yard shouldering a short-handled shovel,
collected dog droppings, and then stalked to his property line to dump them on
Tietjin land.
"How does Mr. Cahill know they are Pippin's and Wellington's?" Aunt
Therese would say.
Then Uncle LeMoyne would laugh and say, "It's ambrosia for the
hydrangeas," until Mr. Cahill started to clip back the long row on the property
line so that branches which had always sprayed out, heavy with bloom in
August, now bristle~ like fox brushes. The families, who rarely spoke before the
hydrangea attack, now spoke not at all.
On the evening of Mr. Cahill's extraordinary visit, when storm warnings had
begun interrupting the newscasts more urgently, Rhea thought she heard a
rustle among the cartons on the back stoop when she went out to bring in the
Jello that Aunt Therese had set out to cool. And then, after clearing the dinner
dishes, Aunt Therese poked a flashlight among the bleeding hearts under the
kitchen windows where she thought she heard a cat crying. But she came back
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with her grey hair standing on end complaining that the wind had whipped the
wet leaves against her face as she set Wellington on a kitchen chair to brush
some nettles out of his short, wiry tail.
When Uncle LeMoyne and Rhea struggled and tore their fingers on rusted
metal to send home the little-used bolt on the garage doors, Mr. Otis came from
next door and held a kerosene lantern he was using for them to check whether
branches might fall on his wife's greenhouse.
"That cat I've been seeing around will have a job of it tonight," he said. His
usually gray face was ruddy in the glow of the lamp. "The storm was originally
expected to veer out to sea off Cape Hatteras. A score of tankers in distress out
there. Now, I hear, storm warnings are out for South Jersey."
"Maybe we're in for one of those old time hurricanes." Uncle LeMoyne
grunted as he slammed the flat of his hand on the garage door dislodging the
peeling paint. ''Like the ones they talked about when I was a kid.''
He let Rhea know he was not worried, rattling off facts-how cyclone in India
means coiled snake. About the doldrums. The sailors' ox-eye at the Cape of
Good Hope. The willy-nillys of Australia.
"But never," he said as they probed with flashlights under the wet blackberry
bushes, looking for the cat, "Never here."
In the night, Rhea thought she heard the cry of a cat below the tumult of wind
and rattling rain gutters. Roaring, tearing the boughs of the maple trees, the
wind circled the house, tested the latch on the attic door, the catches of the
windows. Upstairs in her bed, she was so isolated by the storm that the voices
coming from Uncle LeMoyne's radio in the living room were blotted out. She
saw again the shallow pond tucked in a fold of a Virginia field by the road where
he had stopped and waited with her for her mother to join them. That day her
mother left her father, Rudy. Uncle LeMoyne had pointed out a winged teal
flying over the deserted caramel stubble and on over the gray, November
water. A Canada goose, lusting for sun, reached air heading south, his white
chin strap flashing.
"No. Ducks don't catch cold, Rhea," he said as he brushed burrs from the
cuffs of his good trousers. They are protected by natural secretions of oil. Long
distance swimmers have to cover themselves head to toe in grease.
She tried to remember how it went that day, and again convinced herself that,
yes, she had made at least some movement, however small, a look back, known
only to herself, if not to her father, before she joined Uncle LeMoyne in the car
and went ahead with the suitcases. Against her dark bedroom windows leaves
slapped like wet rags. What if there is a cat out there curled against the drawing
wind? She remembered now, saw her father's dark face, his open denim shirt,
hands raised, fingers spread ... she had not looked back. Yes. If there is a cat
out there, a protective coating would help.
Above the rush of the wind in the eaves, Rhea heard her mother's bedroom
door open, heard her move along the hall in the dark, not stopping at the
bathroom. Heard her step down on the upper reaches of the stairs where loose
nails set up a low mourning. Then the porch light went on, its brightness
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reflected off the slashing branches outside Rhea's front window. Her mother
must have heard the cat, too.
Probably she would be standing where Rhea had stood before supper, out on
the porch in the soft, black underbelly of the storm. The wind would be spitting
needles of water under the roof pinning her soft, mauve nightgown against her
hips and thighs. Outside, Rhea imagined, her mother would see that the
driveway that carved a half-circle in the Tietjin's corner lot was a river shining
in the light from the porch.
She thought she heard her mother call the cat, knew she would not be cold in
the warm air, would sense, too, the thickness of that air as if it were swollen
with cryptogan spores from Haiti, hot and moist, maybe from the backs of Lake
Okeechobee alligators, or lush from the mosses of Pimlico Sound - all those
exotic place names from geography lessons, all those tropical beings- maybe
even from her father's apple farm in Virginia. No answer from the storm. Soon
she would have to curl her toes away from the wet doormat, come back upstairs
to a cold, empty bed. The porch light went off. The stairs creaked. Rhea hunched down in her blankets as dry and warm as a fox nest under a tree root. Or
does the rain wash him out in storms like this?
Her mother would think of Rudy. Of the apple farm. "Four years ago I left
him, and still no home for Rhea," she says to Aunt Therese when she thinks
Rhea is upstairs. "Justa roost in my Aunt's house."
"Nonsense, Maude," Aunt Therese whispers. The rattle of a scouring pad
against a metal pot drowns out half of what she says.
"You know I even miss Rudy," Maude says, "even the small fold of skin
above his belly when he bent over."
"You'rejustlonely, need a man."
"The record shop's a dead end. Barney Phipps is now the manager. Comes in
with a bag of sweet rolls from the diner, blows in my ear before he unlocks the
cash register. 'How could I have missed you, Maude, at Edison High,' he says,
and 'What a shame, too, that I'm married.' I can remember him in his sky-blue
sweater leading the pep rallies. Skating with an arm around the most popular
girl in the senior class, getting ready to crack-the-whip. He was untouchable
when I was a pallid freshman dreaming of the concert stage. Now ... "
The wind rumbled like a distant freight train. Still Rhea hears Aunt Therese
- out in the hall in the dark. She moves to the top of the stair, probably listening
for the cat. "Another stray out there," she says at dinner. "Why do people keep
doing it, dropping them on our corner?''
"Because we're here," Uncle LeMoyne says.
"You're always worrying," Maude says.
Everyone's worrying right now, with tbe wind fumbling at the latches. In the
dark of the hall Aunt Therese thinks, "The garage roof will never hold in this
gale. Why did that Cahill woman come over about the cat today? Never crossed
the property line before. Always sheets and curtains drying on her clothesline.
Dust mops shaking out windows."
All this was said at dinner, all to be said again at breakfast, with the whole
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night to count over each concern. "And where did the Cahills come by the
money for the house next door after Gedneys lost it to FHA, the money to paint
it, too." After dinner, hearing the news, Aunt Therese had said, "If a hurricane
does come, the rain will drench the wood now that the paint's peeling on the
house."
"Oh, it will all blow out to sea. No harm done," Uncle LeMoyne had said
before he came upstairs, but she would be worrying now, out in the darkabout pain, abandoned animals, about a loose rain gutter rattling outside
Rhea's window -whispering with her mother in the hall.
The next day Rhea's school recessed at noon and her mother, her skin highcolored by the wind, came home early from the record shop to find Aunt
Therese filling out soap contest forms at the dining room table, the radio going
full blast.
"The boardwalk at Atlantic City a shambles. An ocean-going steamer thrown
against the roller coaster trestles at Asbury Park. All of it down like matchwood.''
"The storm is due to hit here this evening and the eye over Long Island
tonight," Aunt Therese said sending her fingers skyward. "And, would you
believe, Mrs. Otis next door telephoned me this morning about the cat. Says
she's been hearing it now for a week. Surprised it in her greenhouse."
Rain began to peck against the windows making them crackle like pitch in a
fire. At five the day was as dark as at seven. Still, they remembered Uncle
LeMoyne's words. "Never here."
During dinner, the maple trees groaned and green leaves covered the yard,
Uncle LeMoyne turned in his chair to peer into the grayness out the bay window. "Burt Whipple's 110 lost its mast in the West Harbor at three this afternoon," he said. "The keel was so heavy the boat didn't even roll when the
mast snapped. But most of the boats are riding it quite well, the harbor master
told me at the bakery."
Off, pause, then on went the lights. Aunt Therese stood holding the platter of
warmed-over pot roast behind Rhea's chair while the lights flickered. Uncle
LeMoyne rose and remained with a hand on the back of his chair. Maude,
seated, held her napkin ready. "But, never here." Rhea remembered Uncle
LeMoyne's words as all of them watched the fitful light above that seemed to
float low in benediction over meals, its hanging chain invisible in the shadows.
They watched as if for word from the Mount, while rain slashed at the windows
and wind tested the roof. "Elias probing the elements," Uncle LeMoyne said
when beyond the bang and clatter the town fire whistle croaked.
But Aunt Therese found the candles easily. When she lit them her blue veins
were dark against the white skin of her hands. Uncle LeMoyne complained
about eating by candlelight. The flickering bothered his eyes it seemed - even
more than when Aunt Therese had to cook at the living room fireplace when the
power company payment was missed. Rhea had been disappointed when the
power was turned on again and no more cooking fires were made. Now she
would welcome the certainty of electric light again. Bent low over the plate, the
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hairless, pink crown of Uncle LeMoyne's head glowed in the soft light like a
Japanese lantern. Rhea could not see his face.
In spite of the urgency of the storm she remembered how hollow her mother's
eyes had been in the light of the kerosene lamp by the rabbit hutch at the farm
when she had come back from her two weeks away - "off with some man in
New York," her father said. But he and Rhea had showed her the new rabbits
when she arrived back at the farm, as if nothing had happened.
There it was. Under the bay window. "Its cries are so weak," Aunt Therese
said, ''As if the wind takes them.''
Lost, like Rhea, in the dark.
But when Rhea and Uncle LeMoyne went out with flashlights all had become
still. Only dripping water broke the silence. The ground seemed dissolved. By
the light of his flashlight, LeMoyne could see rivulets running down the drive.
"Rehearsing the birth of mountain chains, alluvial deposits, delta systems like
the mouth of the Nile," he said to Rhea as they stood on the porch.
He let the flashlight beam play over all the tree limbs on the lawn as they
moved across the yard. "The spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters,
brought forth living creatures- cattle, creeping things," he said. He pulled the
lapels of his raincoat up around his neck. "What living thing could survive?" he
said. Then, out of a bodiless glow floating under the pine trees that bordered the
sideyard, "That you, Mr. Tietjin?" Mrs. Otis said.
Last Sunday, while Mrs. Otis had stood in the pulpit, Rhea could afford to look
away into the nave - her hands with her bitten-back nails folded into her skirt
-and not worry because, everything always happened according to plan in
church. You could count on it. Full-bodied and erect, Mrs. Otis had made an
appeal for funds: "To further the work of the church among the
heathen ... Distant lands ... The red ... The yellow," she said.
While silver-haired ushers passed collection plates lined with velvet that kept
the coins from ringing, the soprano in the choir sang, "Oh, gather them, gather
them in."
"The black," Mrs. Otis had said from the pulpit. "All children of God," which
pleased Rhea.
Now the rays from the lamp Mrs. Otis carried shined on the lenses of her
glasses, made glowing jewels of her eyes. "You have no lights either? Chandler's out here with me somewhere," she said, raising her lamp. "It is frightful;
this respite is a relief." But Chandler says, 'It's just a calm and we'll have
more.' I'm out now because we thought we heard theca t again.''
They sloshed over the muddy ground, shined their three lights under the
Tietjin's bay window and into the hedges and under the mock orange by the
back stoop where Mrs. Cahill joined them. A cry came from the blackberry
bushes. Pippin and Wellington, just let out the door into the calm, snuffled and
scratched and charged the bushes. Uncle LeMoyne ran behind them. "Bring a
burlap sack, an old blanket," he shouted.
Aunt Therese came out with an old robe. Wind shook a shower of drops from
the bushes.
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"Hold it. Stand back,,, Uncle LeMoyne said.
Rhea grabbed a wet and struggling Wellington. Uncle LeMoyne dropped the
robe as he would a net. It expanded and contracted, a bag of winds in his arms
with the struggling thing inside.
"What is it?" Mrs. Cahill kept saying, standing back from the sodden
neighbors.
"Maltese gray," Aunt Therese said.
Maude said, "A kitten. Four months old, I'd say."
Back in the dark kitchen the cat, its limbs rigid, was barely discernible by
flashlight in the folds of the terrycloth robe on Aunt Therese's lap. Claws extended in fear, it exposed soft grey pads under the toes.
"Imagine," said Mrs. Otis.
Standing in wet shoes, cold, they all shook their heads and clucked their
tongues. Out in the night the crack of limbs and bursts of noise like exploding
firecrackers ripped into the dark kitchen, the sound of trees hitting the earth.
''Now we know," Mrs. Cahill said when it was quiet again. She ran her fingers
through her sensibly bobbed hair to shake out rain drops that had been brushed
off the shrubbery. Then she left to get home before the storm started up again.
''Mr. Cahill is gone with the volunteer firemen to search for Will Thrasher who
has not come home from school," she said.
"That must be what the fire whistle was about," Maude said.
Aunt Therese fixed a box with rags for bedding and slid it under the stove with
the cat in it wrapped in the robe. She left the warm milk it had refused by the
box and shut the dogs out of the kitchen.
"That's the first time Mrs. Otis has been in this house for years," Aunt
Therese said before everyone went to bed by candlelight an hour later than
usuai and slept dreamlessly, in the eye of the hurricane, knowing the cat was
safe, and still knowing there was more storm to come.
"And she doesn't even like animals," Aunt Therese said, and Rhea
remembered before she dropped off to sleep how pleased Aunt Therese seemed
that Mrs. Cahill had helped and that Mrs. Otis had finally been over after so
long.
As she brushed her hair its fifty strokes, Maude would sometimes sound off
about Mrs. Otis and the neighbors, how Mrs. Otis had stayed away since she
came back with Rhea to live with Aunt Therese- it was all in the paper how
Rudy had filed for divorce charging adultery, how they had fought for Rhea and Mrs. Otis next door was complacent through it all because "her Ruthie was
settled safely in Batavia teaching," Maude would say if Aunt Therese came into
the bedroom, "and Katherine in Larchmont with three children and a commuter husband. What about Ruthie's cheerleading days," Maude would ask.
"Remember how Mrs. Otis would cut you at the church bake sales? I remember
when Ruthie came home from the regional football championships a day late
and in that fellow's car." Tonight none of them would have to listen for the little
cat in the storm, Rhea thought.
Only white stars in the dark sky appeared through the windows by her bed,
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hard to see because the reflected light from New York City reduced their intensity, as Uncle LeMoyne had once explained. What kind of eye should she look
for? The lidless eye of a giant snake?· The eye of the just god that Uncle
LeMoyne talked about? Would it be a searchlight shining out of the sky, or a soft
glow that passed in silence. The eye, they said, of a hurricane. But the cat
tonight was safe in the box under the stove.
The Tietjin lawn, by morning, was a shoal of branches wrenched from the
trees and heaped like stone age animal bones. The remainder of the storm
which passed in the night was lashing its tail at New England and it was expected to head out to sea off the Grand Fishing Banks later. Cars passed on the
street again. But it was obvious that the little cat was gravely ill and needed
more than a box and food. Therese cleared the soapbox tops and contest jingles
she had composed out of the punchbowl on the gateleg table in the dining room
bay window. She made a bed of rags there where the sun would do the cat good.
She began to feed it boullion soup with an eye dropper and several drops of a
mixture of belladonna in a glass of water three times daily. She prepared a
solution of boric acid to bathe its crusted eyes and nose and waited.
For days after Aunt Therese had begun her ministrations, branches and
uprooted trees still littered the yards. But Uncle LeMoyne had removed enough
from the drive so that Rhea could make her way home again at three-thirty
when the upper grammar school classes were dismissed.
In the house, her saddle shoes still dropping mud from the driveway on the
frayed Turkish rug, she paused at Ute newel post in the hall until she could see in
thesilentdiningroom that the cut glass punch bowl was not empty. Yes. The cat
was in it. She could see its gray fur behind the blue-green points of light that the
glass distilled out of the September sunlight which usually broke through the
clouds by afternoon. As she had each day since the storm, she crossed the intervening rooms. Beyond the bay window where the bowl stood, the downed
leaves, though still green, were wilted: collapsed upon themselves. At the
broken ends of the branches where the wind had torn them from the trees they
were pale, unsheathed from their protective, gray skin.
In the bowl, it was warm in the reflected light: so warm that the cat could be
dead and yet seem to give off heat. But its sides moved slightly. Yes. It
breathed. But so quietly since Aunt Therese had wrapped it in the terry
bathrobe and held it in her lap, its eyes swamp-fires in the recesses of the
toweling. Fur matted, ears folded, it struggled there.
While it had not responded noticeably to Aunt Therese's regimen, still, as
Uncle LeMoyne had noted that morning, "All its myriad parts continue
meeting, cathodes and anodes sending, receiving, capillaries supporting,
however faintly, the combinations so that one could say - It lives." Lives even
though Harold Toaves had shaken his bony head when Aunt Therese took the
cat down to the vet, though she had rarely taken her own terriors because of the
fees. "I don't think there's much that can be done for it, Mrs. Tietjin," he said.
"I'd say distemper and pneumonia, at least." Even so it remained warmer than
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cold rolled like a snail shell in concentric circles, head at the center with spine
curved and legs drawn up.
Each morning, aftermath reports of the storm on the radio during breakfast
still told of a possible loss of life in the hundreds in New England and property
losses in the millions of dollars. No one had expected the magnitude it reached.
Whole counties were caught unprepared. A factory roof rested on top of a beach
house at New Bedford. Two days after the storm, a dog, Judy, still stood guard
over her mistress who tarried too long at her cottage at Horseneck Beach. In
Aunt Therese's punch bowl the cat lay as still as death in the grey light while
Uncle LeMoyne buttered his poppyseed roll. The radio reported that three
pleasure boats rested on the lawn of Congressman Gifford of Massachusetts.
Water rose 11.53 feet above normal at the head of the Achushnet River. Some of
the original pear trees planted by Governor Endicott were damaged beyond
saving. Maude, grabbing her purse by the bowl when she left for the record
shop, said each morning she was sure the cat could not survive. When Rhea
stroked it before she left for school, the eat's skin did not shrink away as it had
done the night it was caught. Nor was it resilient. The cat lay rigid, as if in
death.
When Rhea's teacher included the hurricane in the morning current event
discussions, one student insisted that she had seen the eye of the hurricane. "It
was soft," she said, "and yellow and moved very slowly in the sky with clouds
for eyelashes."
Others described the pounding waves that mixed with the sky and the boats in
the yards and the shattered boardwalk and crumpled clubhouse of the Shore
Meadows Yacht Club. They were glad that they had not known enough to be
afraid. Someone else,. Rhea forgot who, told the class of a dead baby squirrel
lying under branches in the gutter. ''It looked like a small, shell-pink shrimp
with legs." "No one in class has ever seen one," the teacher said, "because they
never come out of their tree nests so young.''
Rhea did not tell about the cat in Aunt Therese's punch bowl. It might be dead
at home. And the other class did not talk about the hurricane, because David
Thrasher was in class and his brother was still missing. Everyone watched
David in the halls when he was not looking. His square face solemn as usual. His
sweater neatly folded up at the waist.
At the record shop Maude thought about the little cat more often than she
would have liked to admit, she told Aunt Therese in the kitchen, so silent in its
remote country, inches from the breakfast table. She had straightened the new
record album section this morning. On the cover of a Beethoven Seventh
Symphony recording a satyr surprised a nymph.
In a listening booth an adolescent boy was curled, cutting school probably,
encased in glass and private music. "Barney's ears as he peered into the bag of
rolls this morning seemed pointed," she said. "Maybe he's not serious." She
was reluctant to tell him- about the cat along with her hurricane stories, in
case it did not survive.
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Eight days after the hurricane, the Tietjin yard was clear of branches, all the
yards were, and the sky was a clear deep blue when Rhea came home, but from
the newel post in the hall she could see no gray fur in the punch bowl.
The house was not silent. There were voices. In the kitchen window where the
sun shone strongest, the cat crouched, light-boned and tense, its narrow face
filled with yellow-green eyes. Rhea wanted to run and take it in her arms as she
could not the Canada goose rising above the Virginia field, but Aunt Therese
warned her:
"Terribly shy," she said. "Give it time."
"But definitely on the mend." Mrs. Cahill said, standing by the back door
with fingers spread against her apron.
"Your aunt has worked a miracle," Mrs. Otis said. She stood in bat, gloves, a
rhinestone brooch over a full bosom, her hand on the back door knob.
"Mr. Cahill said he wouldn't bet a plug nickel on its life out in that storm,"
Mrs. Cahill said. "And to think you brought it through, Mrs. Tietjin."
Aunt Therese, her cornflower blue eyes shining, said it was nothing and that
she was surprised, too. She tugged at her tie belt, rolled the cuff of her sweater
sleeve as she thanked Mrs. cahill for the liver scraps. Said she knew the cat
would love them as she dried her hands to open the back door for Mrs. Otis who
warbled something about having the others over one day as she stepped out.
The sunlight in the kitchen picked out the greens and yellows in Rhea's dress;
she thought how pleased her mother would be when she came home from the
record shop, would even smile. Then she began to tell them that the Thrasher
boy had been found- his body crushed. But they already knew.
"Simply washed down the swollen creek and slammed, along with trees and
silt and gravel, against a boulder near its mouth." Mrs. Cahill said. "Mr. Cahill
was there when they found him."
Ripped along where the stream chose, no protective coating. Rhea could
visualize his hand reaching above the water and the stones. The smoky cat
extended a pink tongue and swept it across a delicately extended back leg, all
parts moving at its command in the bright sunshine.
And Maude, after dinner, was so intrigued with the little eat's survival that
she stood by the punch bowl, stroked its lean flanks and remarked on how warm
it felt curled in the bowl like a kernel of wheat inside its husk. She told Uncle
LeMoyne to save the classified section because she was going to start looking
for another job after he read about the Thrasher boy, "victim of the storm,"
headlined on the front page.
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OHN Barth is a dedicated practitioner in the literature of selfconscious parody. From his earliest effort (The Floating Opera in
1956) to his latest one (Letters in 1979), he has called our comic
attention to the used-upness of conventional techniques for writing fiction.
Indeed, the very nature of fictionality itself would seem to be his dominant
concern. Pirandello wrote a play about "Six Characters in Search of an
Author"; Barth has been writing novels in search of a suitable subject. It makes
for both a live question and a lively result. Barth's characteristic mode, then, is
a highly reflexive one, the ongoing "story" of how a story can, or cannot, be
written.
Granted, this is not an especially new predicament for the twentieth-century
writer, but it is one which affects the contemporary novelist at nearly every
turn. How, for example, can an author move Modernism's stunning triumphs
into the world of Post-Modernist experimentation? On the other hand, how can
an author ignore the contributions of Conrad and Joyce, Faulkner and
Hemingway? The reflexivity of many contemporary American novels was,
after all, a logical outgrowth of Modernism's solipsistic tendencies, a way of
creating artistic worlds-within-worlds and equating the creative act with the
artistic product. Put more simply: The process of fictionalizing became Fiction's subject. Marcel Proust's Remembrance of Things Past is obsessed with
its own creation; in Andre Gide's The Counterfeiters, a novelist keeps a diary
about a novelist keeping a diary. And in Aldous Huxley's Point Counterpoint,
the technique reaches that reduction in absurdity that a novelist of Ideas like
Huxley could never quite resist. His persona-a disillusioned, all too conscious
writer-muses about the possibility of putting
... a novelist into the novel. He justifies aesthetic generalizations, which
may be interesting-at least to me. He also justifies experiment.
Specimens of his work may illustrate other possible or impossible ways of
telling a story. And if you have him telling parts of the same story as you
are, you can make a variation on the theme. But why draw the line at one
novelist inside your novel? Why not a second inside his? And a third inside the novel of the second? And so on to infinity, like those advertisements of Quaker Oats where there's a Quaker holding a box of
oats, on which etc., etc. 1
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Translated into Barthian terminology, the result is "imitation" of a very
special sort. Among the other possibilities suggested by the title of Barth's
second novel is a gut feeling that fiction too has come to The End of the Road:
Whether historically the novel expires or persists seems immaterial to
me; if enough writers and critics feel apocalyptical about it, their feeling
becomes a considerable cultural fact, like the feeling that Western
civilization, or the world, is going to end rather soon .... If you happened
to be Vladimir Nabokov, you miglit address that felt urgency by writing
Pale Fire: a fine novel by a learned pedant, in the form of a pedantic
commentary on a poem invented for the purpose. If you were a Borges,
you might write Labyrinths: fictions by a learned librarian in the form of
footnotes, as he describes them, to imaginary or hypothetical books. And
I'll add, since I believe Borges' idea is rather interesting, that if you were
the author of this paper [i.e., "The Literature of Exhaustion"], you'd
have written something like Sot-Weed Factor or Giles Goat-Boy: novels
which imitate the form of the Novel, by an author who imitates the role of
Author. 2
By contrast, most contemporary novelists regard self-consciousness as an
occasion for despair. Like the J. Alfred Prufrock of Eliot's poem, they wonder
how to presume, how to begin. And this is especially true when Life seems to
scoop Art at every turn. Even Phillip Roth at his irreverent wildest could not
have foreseen what the "realities" surrounding Watergate would do to that
satiric vision of the Nixon years he calls Our Gang. After all, when the evening
news produces absurdities with telegraphic speed, how can the individual
author (working with an individual pencil) hope to achieve that patterning Art
requires? Looking backward-to the achievements of Joyce or Faulkner-may
reduce the contemporary writer to a slavish pillar of salt, his novel to mere
carbon paper. On the other hand, the promises of Pop Art dangle in the horizon,
complete with manifestoes which begin: "What if I ... (a) break out of linear
print altogether, (b) replace traditional notions of order with chapters that can
be reshuffled, (c) write the whole thing on a roll oftoilet paper?"
Barth sidetracks these desperate drifts toward aesthetic escalation in advance. Rather than pitting himself against the absurdities of the times, he pulls
his head in, tortoise-fashion, and contemplates his fictional bellybutton. No
wonder the results are so comically outrageous, so capital-R Reflexive.
Reportage-as performed by Messrs. Mailer, Capote, Tom Wolfe & Co.provides yet another alternative, but Barth prefers the comic possibilities of a
"fiction" with no ostensible subject at all. Events are the grist of the former
group's mill; Barth finds God's plenty in the library stacks. However, his sense
of parody (unlike, say, James Joyce's) implodes the conventions of the
Eighteenth Century Novel (Sot-Weed Factor in 1965) or Academic (Giles GoatBoy in 1967) or the epistolary novel (Letters in 1979) into an energy all its own.
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Like the audience watching the floating opera along the banks, Barth's readers
must "catch whatever part of the plot happened to unfold as the boat floated
past":
To fill in the gaps they'd have to use their imaginations, or ask more
attentive neighbors, or hear the word passed along from upriver or
downriver. Most times they wouldn't understand what was going on at
all, or they'd think they knew, when actually they didn't .... That's how
much of life works .... And that's how this book will work, I'm sure.
In Barth's canon one quickly learns to substitute "craft" for "boat" and
Protean change for firm identity. One axiomatic way of characterizing the
Barthian world might be this: Flux itself becomes the only constant. If, as we
are told, the secret name of every American protagonist is Adam, the archetypal signature of the typical Barth character is Proteus. By the time we get
to Lost in the Fun house we have learned to write it like this:
" ' " ' " ' "Proteus" ' " ' " ' "
Todd Andrews, the existentially comic narrator of The Floating Opera, has
impeccable credentials as a trickster. On either June 23rd or 24th, 1937, he
decided, finally, not to kill himself. Even his name contributed to the novel's
ongoing duplicity:
Todd Andrews is my name. You can spell it with one or two d's; I get
letters addressed either way. I almost warned you against the single-d
spelling, for fear you'd say "Tod is German for death: perhaps the name
is symbolic." I myself use two d's, partly in order to avoid that symbolism. But you see, I ended by not warning you at all, and that's because
it just occurred to me that the double-d Todd is symbolic, too, and accurately so. Tod is death, and this book hasn't much to do with death;
Todd is almost Tod-that is, almost death-and this book, if it gets
written, has very much to do with almost-death.
Todd Andrews' unfinished boat and his quasi-existential despair stretch
across Barth's reflexive canvas. "My tale's afloat," the disembodied voice of
"Anonymiad" in Lost in the Funhouse shouts-in a section of that story called,
significantly enough, Tailpiece-as, earlier, he had delighted "in the thought of
my amphorae floating" or despaired about the possibility of his "opera sinking,
undiscovered.''
With Lost in the Funhouse Barth found a congenial way to blend the highly
reflexive story with mythic technique. In Barth's case the problem is to ward
off that personal crisis we call the "writer's block." At one point he intrudes to
lecture us about it as follows:
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The action of conventional dramatic narrative may be represented by a
diagram called Freitag's Triangle:
B

A/\C
or more accurately by a variant of that diagram:

c

A~D
in which AB represents the exposition, B the introduction of conflict, BC
the "rising action," complication, or development of the conflict, c the
climax, or turn of the action, CD the denouement, or resolution of the
conflict. While there is no reason to regard this pattern as an absolute
necessity, like many other conventions it has become conventional
because great numbers of people over many years learned by trial and
error that it was effective; one ought not to forsake it, therefore, unless
one wishes to forsake as well the effect of drama or has clear cause to feel
that deliberate violation of the "normal" pattern can better [sic] effect
that effect. This can't go on much longer; it can go on forever. He [Ambrose?; Barth?] died telling stories to himself in the dark ... (p. 95).
Much of the above sounds like the advice John Barth might give to a fictionwriters' workshop. On the other band, it, too, might be parody-of somebody
else's pompous pronouncements to somebody else's class. No matter. The
paralyzing effect is the same. Without a story to tell, one is reduced to a blowby-blow account of the "process."
In Chimera, Barth breaks into a complicated story called the
"Bellerophoniad" to bring us the "good news" his musing about fiction has
discovered:
Since myths themselves are among other things poetic distillations of
our ordinary psychic experience and therefore point always to daily
reality, to write realistic fictions which point always to mythic archetypes is in my opinion to take the wrong end of the mythopoeic stick,
however meritorious such fictions may be in other respects. s
I suspect Barth has a novel like John Updike's Centaur in mind, although James
Joyce's Ulysses is also, in Barth's view, at the short end of the stick. The sharp
differences of opinion on this matter make for an important quarrel, one which
separates our best contemporary American novelists. This much, however, is
clear: John Barth bas shown us that experimental storytelling can be as
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exhausting as conventional "stories." Barth's emblem seems to be a moebius
band that says, "Once there was a story that began .... " Rendered poetically,
it might go something like this:
There once was an author Protean
Who shimmered just like a chameleon.
At the end of his tale
He would swallow, turn pale,
And ask his readers to begin again ...
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MY MEMORIES OF
NADIA BOULANGER
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HE death of Nadia Boulanger on October 22, 1979, brought forth an
outpouring of tributes unique for a person who had left behind very
little that is tangible in terms of books or other written documents. Her
legacy to the world was the great contemporary composers of the western
world, including Aaron Copland, Virgil Thomson, Elliott Carter, Roy Harris,
and Walter Piston, to name only a few of her most distinguished American
proteges. The memorials to this great ninety-two year old woman have emphasized her qualities as a teacher, the influence she so subtly exerted on
composers and educators, and her typically French concern for individuality.
Irving Kolodin's excellent memorial, "Nadia Boulanger and her Dynasty," in
the Saturday Review (December, 1979) delineates clearly the close ties she
developed with American musicians after the close of World War I, ties which
remained unbroken for over fifty years.
It was my rare good fortune to know this great woman, whom I simply called
"Mademoiselle," under circumstances quite different from those of her
students. I did not sit in her classroom or studio, nor did I attend her Wednesday
teas at 36 Rue Ballu. I did not see her as the Professor at the Ecole Normale de
Musique in Paris or as the Director of the American Conservatory at Fontainebleau. Though I thought of myself as her disciple, she always treated me
and my family as friends.
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My first meeting with Nadia Boulanger was in May, 1958, in Carbondale,
Illinois. She had agreed to spend almost two weeks on the campus of Southern
Illinois University, where I was Chairman of the Music Department, to take
part in a regional music Festival and serve as a friendly adjudicator for a weeklong series of performances of new symphonic works selected from composers
throughout the Midwest. A large number of students and faculty greeted her at
the train station. She received graciously the bouquet of roses offered her by a
group of students, and it was at that point she set the keynote for her visit.
Though she greeted the professors warmly, she insisted that she must first go
with the students, to show her appreciation for the flowers and to get to know
them better. It established her theme for the festival: the importance of young
people. As we came to know her better, we discovered that the younger the
person, the more concerned and interested she became. Mademoiselle's
overriding concern for youth as a foundation for her pedagogical philosophy has
been commonly overlooked.
I had anticipated an opportunity to spend some time with her to review the
schedule and arrangements. But when I finally escorted her to her hotel room
she first insisted on knowing full details about me and my family. "How many
children? Jim, age six, and Bruce, age sixteen. Ah, so Bruce plays the trombone and the piano; that's fine, but does he really know music? Well, if he's
more interested in football, you must make a better start with Jim. Do you have
him at the piano every day? Is he learning his solfege? Does he know that do is
C, andre is D? How is his pitch memory? Have you started with him yet on Paul
Hindemith's great book, Elementary Training/or Musicians?"
For me this was an unexpectedly frustrating conference, because I had many
details to discuss with her. While talking about my children, I kept thinking
about the reception for Mademoiselle to which my wife, Grace, had invited
about a hundred guests for five o'clock. But, for Mademoiselle, an hour spent
talking pitch sensitivity training for children was infinitely more important
than a reception. We finally agreed that I would return at 4:30 to bring her to
our home.
At the appointed hour we left the hotel, but first she wanted to visit a
bookstore. Since Mademoiselle insisted on making her purchase without my
assistance, I waited impatiently in the car. We arrived fifteen minutes late,
with the guests lining up in anticipation of a formal introduction. As we entered
the house she first greeted my wife and then asked, ''Where is Jim?'' Since we
had safely ensconced him in his bedroom, she politely but firmly ignored the
outstretched hands of the guests, saying, "I must first see Jim." She found his
bedroom, entered it, and shut the door behind her. Ten minutes later my wife
carefully peeked into the bedroom, to find the world's greatest living musician
sitting on Jim's bed, reading to him from the children's story book she had just
purchased! Only after finishing the story was she willing to meet the guests!
Nadia Boulanger had a way of putting first things first. That evening was a
memorable one for everyone. "Small talk" was definitely not in order. When
someone asked her about her conducting career, she told the story about the
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reporter interviewing her after her first appearance as conductor of the Boston
Symphony. "'Mademoiselle Boulanger, when you conduct a great orchestra
like this, what shoes do you wear?' I simply replied, 'Why, of course, my
own.' " The point was made. When some guests mentioned that they were
looking forward to her speech at a breakfast meeting the next day, she
smilingly suggested that they might be better off if they had breakfast before
coming to the speech. "You can't discuss music," she remarked, "while you
are buttering your toast!" This small, dynamic woman, in her grey suit and
graying hair, with her strong French accent and her determined stride, had the
capability of controlling and directing people of all ages with just the right twist
of a word or a phrase, done in humility, but yet with poise and purpose.
The visit to Southern Illinois University was followed a few years later by a
similar event in March, 1962, at the Ohio State University. During the intervening years we had maintained a regular correspondence, and she had
shown continuing interest in Jim. She insisted that Jim and her godson carry on
a "penpal" correspondence, with monthly letters passing between them. On the
day of her arrival in Columbus she again was late for the opening reception. She
ignored the guests until her first priority mission was accomplished. We found
her once more with Jim, showing him how to operate a mechanical toy while
singing to him with solfege syllables! Years later she voiced her disappointment when she discovered that Jim had taken up stamp collecting and was
also developing a strong interest in dinosaurs, while his interest in music
waned.
Mlle. Boulanger gave me permission to tape her lectures, to keep notes of our
many private discussions, and to edit them for rhetorical continuity. Though
most of this material is now fifteen to twenty years old, it is still important since
it gives an insight into the person whose influence on music in America remains
so pervasive. My notes reveal her deep concern for four major areas: communication and education; style and quality; the international nature of contemporary music; and the importance of love and understanding.
"We talk about the language of music, and that implies that a composer is
expected to communicate. But I don't believe what one says has any importance except for himself. But if it brings each of us to a consideration of
where one stands, what one believes, what one chooses, and what is worthy,
that is of the greatest importance. First, we must ask if the listener can truly
hear. You see, the language of music must be understood, and one thing still
remains to be done in this country-with the same care with which we train
school teachers: we must consider with great concern and great respect the
training of little children. You may have observed this yourself, and I beg you to
understand that what I say is only in the hope that you will try to find out all you
can on this subject: what you think about it is most important, and not what I
think. Is it better to try to fill in the educational gaps for a twenty-year-old
person, or is it better to give the elementary, precise, thorough, hard discipline
to the child when he is small? We cannot do enough to help the child develop
accurate feelings and knowledge, not only about colors and words, but also of
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music. Even a small child in the cradle learns the meaning of 'no' and 'yes.'
Young eyes learn early to recognize colors. I cannot understand why the
majority of our children do not have a real contact with tones-music. And
since this is my deepest concern, I share it with you.''
Perhaps it was because of her interest in Jim and her desire to see her ideas
· carried out in his education that Mademoiselle repeatedly discussed the subject
of education in music for the very young during visits at our home. "Americans
do not understand the use of the many clefs in music. Children should learn to
read and sing easily in any clef." When I discussed the apparent differences
between those who claim to have perfect pitch and those who have only a good
sense of relative pitch, she exhibited a rare impatience. "There should be no
difference. I have done this with my godson. If you repeat the same tone on the
piano daily for a year, even if it is only once or twice a day, the memory of that
pitch will remain with the child. Then there should be no question of 'perfect
pitch,' for that is only good pitch memory." Repeatedly, too, she emphasized
the importance of individual training. To her, nothing was as important as the
individual. "We are born alone, and we die alone." She believed, with Emerson,
that if we have many great individuals we have a great society.
Nadia Boulanger was a tyrant only in the sense that she resented mediocrity.
She recognized the difficulty in assessing the kind of qualities in contemporary
work which rise above the mediocre. She often tried to explain the problem
through an analogy to fashion and style. "One is first attracted with what one
could call fashion. If somebody is afraid not to be dressed in the latest fashion,
he will be dressed in such a way that in three months he will no more be able to
go out dressed in what was fashion three months earlier. This is impossible! It
is ridiculous! But if something has style, it remains beautiful even two hundred
years later. So, too, in music we must discriminate between what is singular
and what is novelty. Let me remind you of some dates: 1862, birth of Debussy;
1882, birth of Stravinsky; 1902, first performance of Pell~as; 1912, the great
achievement of Rites of Spring; and in 1922, Wozzeck. Now that is a very short
period. With the exception of the first two dates, I have lived through all of this.
But what has remained? Few works from even such a short period. The
elimination of hundreds of other works has been extraordinarily rapid, and
fatal, and necessary, for those who tried to be novel went out of fashion very
fast. But when we consider the intrinsic style quality of great composers from
any age, we find we can play on the same concert the modern Canticum of
Stravinsky, followed by an ancient Mass of Machaut, and then afterwards a
Bach Cantata. Such quality provides a wonderful mixture with variety, for
there is a kind of classicism in all three of them."
Perhaps because she was so deeply involved with musicians of many countries, Mlle. Boulanger resented the implication of nationalism in contemporary
music. She had been deeply affected by the early death of her younger sister,
Lili, a promising composer for whom Nadia carried on a life-long campaign to
keep her music alive. On one of her visits she presented us with a recording of
Lili's orchestral and choral works. We listened to it together, and I made an
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unfortunate comment about the "French" feel I detected in the music. In her
sensitive manner, she did not contradict me at the time. But the next day, in a
talk with visiting composers, she spoke strongly about the general subject. "I
feel that throughout the country today there is a word I would like to suppress. I
would like to simply say 'music,' and no longer say 'American' music, as if one
has to affirm that it exists. You may remember the time when a European
influence existed, visible everywhere. But little by little, year after year,
composer after composer, we have been given a great number of composers
who are, simply, composers to be played with any other excellent or very great
music. I feel encouraged about this, and, I repeat, we should not be inclined to
say 'American music,' but simply that here are musicians of great value. Each
one represents a personality, but first the music must be excellent as music."
The most lasting impression which my family and I retain of Nadia
Boulanger is her love: for music, for people, and for God. She knew her Holy
Scriptures well, and she felt free to use Biblical examples to bring home a point.
In a small group meeting she once said that the concept of truth is as
mysterious as love, faith, and hope. Without love, nothing would have meaning.
"It must be love, because if I do not love flowers, they would mean nothing to
me, and it would be to me as though they did not exist; if I did not love music,
music would mean nothing to me, and it would therefore be nothing to me. If my
conscience is nothing to me, it is nothing to me. So we repeat, as St. Paul made
so clear, had I faith, and had I hope, if I have no love, I am still nothing. And
what is the love of the musician? A burning love which is vague is dangerous.
No, it is first an absolute perception of the vocabulary of music." Love, based
upon perception, upon understanding, was central to her religion and to her
musicianship. "If one comes with all the love in the world, facing the Gospel
without understanding any of the symbolism, let me say that it would be better
to pray simply, '0 Lord, I love You,' and finish." For Nadia Boulanger, love, in
brief, had to proceed from and accompany understanding. Love, without faith,
or hope, or understanding, was, for her, impossible.
What more can one say about the passing of the greatest mind, the most inspiring teacher, and the most humble person he has ever known? Her words I
have quoted speak glowingly of her individuality and her devotion to everything
which drew her attention. At a time when she was besieged by calls and visits
from America's most distinguished musicians, only a Nadia Boulanger would
have taken the time to send a photograph with a message of inspiration to a
little boy.
To my dear Jimmy
Hoping Hindemith will bring a
great light on his way
With love and so many thanks
for his generosity.
Nadia Boulanger
March 25, 1962
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HE title of the fifth volume published as part of the new critical edition
of The Works of William James is likely to surprise many readers, who
thought they were conversant with the James canon. Essays in
Philosophy appeared in 1978 and includes twenty-one essays which are either
newly collected or borrowed from other posthumous collections.' The editors
have attempted not only to establish critical texts but also to supply much
documentation dealing with the history of the composition of the essays.
The purpose of this article is to supplement Essays in Philosophy by supplying additional unpublished documentation for several of the essays (considered here in chronological order) and to correct important errors made in
the cited documentation for others.
No documentation was presented, for instance, for the fifth and sixth essays
concerning James's controversy with Francis H. Bradley of Oxford University
in the British journal Mind, edited after 1892 by G.F. Stout. The controversy
arose when James, with his wife Alice and their four children, was in Europe on
a Sabbatical leave from Harvard University for the academic year 1892-3.
While in Florence, Italy, he read Bradley's article "On Professor James's
Doctrine of Simple Resemblance" in the January, 1893, issue of Mind. The
theory which Bradley attacked was not altogether James's own, but one shared
with the German psychologist, Carl Stumpf. Stumpf's name, therefore, appears
several times in the following correspondence, the first five letters of which
reveal how difficult James found it to formulate an appropriate type of reply to
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Bradley's confused and unexplicit article. James's own view is nicely summarized in these letters to Editor Stout: s

16 Piazza dell' Indipendenza, Florence
Feb. 9.1893
Dear Mr. Stout,
Here is some 'copy' for which Mr. Bradley is to blame, not I.' I would
gladly not have replied, but it seemed 'required' of me. I think Bradley's
inexplicitness inexcusable, it has cost me more labor to study his article
than I ever spent in my life on an equal number of pp. I should have sent
you the MS. before, but I only got my Mind a week ago. I think the pithy
account of periodicals is at last exactly the thing readers require.
Success to your editorship. Truly yours
WmJames
From the same address the next day:
I am a sinner, but one that repenteth, I hope in time. It seems wicked to
inflict on Mind's readers all that stuff I wrote yesterday, so, unless you
think it distinctly useful, I wish you'd send it back and put in this shorter
reply instead.
It treats the great Bradley rather curtly, but what can a man expect
who writes so confused and unexplicit an article?
A society must be started for the relief of readers.
Apologetically yours
WmJames
Again, from the same address on February 16:
I am really sorry to hear that you prefer my first and longer article in
re Bradley, and hardly know what to decide, preferring so much the
second one myself. I actually wrote first of all still another article which I
destroyed, and in which I had tried to construct out of Mr. Bradley's
allusions and innuendoes what his own 'dialectic' theory might be. When I
saw the vanity of trying to articulate for him what he wouldn't articulate
himself, I wrote the second article and put those questions at the end of it
to bring him out. But that seems to me distinctly bad taste; and the
preface which reaffirms my own view in so much detail is unnecessary.
On the whole, I wish you would print the shorter article, sending me back
the first one. If the discussion be prolonged, as I hope it may be, by you,
Bradley, and possibly others, then I may 'chip in' again with detailed
restatement. I am sorry to say that I haven't seen your paper in the
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Aristoltelian Proceedings, and shall regard it as a great favor if you send
mea copy.
So far as I can fathom Bradley's view, it is that although the empirically felt 'likeness' between a and b is never immediate but always
rationally grounded, on a contained character m, namely, it would
nevertheless be wrong either to consider the m as purely self-identical in
a and b, or on the other hand to discriminate within it an identical from a
non-identical part. He says 'separate' but he obviously must mean
'discriminate.' The 'point of resemblance' in two objects must contain
undiscernable identity and non-identity-thus only can it make them
'like.' But to my eyes this is only a clumsy and paradoxical way of
restating of m in terms of an analysis that avowedly can't be performed,
what the simple word 'like' already expresses when applied to a and b,
namely that we can't tell why they're like! If I am not clear, the fault is
not mine! But you will perhaps smile at my helpless attempt at interpretation of what I ought to leave to its own author to express.
At the risk of overburdening you, I will say a word more about your
letter. Both you and Bradley write as if I argued against identity as such,
or on logical grounds. I don't in the least; and am absolutely certain that
the basis of many similarities is what for us will always be the true
identity of a contained character. I only argued materially, that if no
other kind of similarity were admitted in this world, then we should be
led, not to an 'infinite regress', but to one ultimate absolute unit of
composition of all phenomena, in other words to the mind-dust theory. I
don't know whether you favor this; and my only logical objection to it is
the meaninglessness of the notion of self-compounding. My sentimental
objection is its curious vacuous silliness or inanity of aspect, its
'dustiness' in short as a last truth about the universe. Have you anything
forthcoming on the interaction of presentations? If you have, it's just
what I want to read, for there, there of course, in the notion of interaction
is where the digging is needful! All else is trivial in comparison.
Are you sure you're right in thinking that when 'Stumpf & I are left with
a series of degree of resemblance', then the 'infinite regress' difficulty
applies? It would apply if we said that the resemblance between a and b
was based on or made by the still greater resemblance of a contained
character, etc. But we expressly deny that, saying it is not 'based' or
made at all, but ultimate. As for the series of resemblances between a
and c, band d, etc., etc., continued until all the objects of the world are
exhausted, that, of course is a finite series, for there is no ground to
consider the objects to be infinite in number, any more than to consider
the actual shades of green to be infinite. Moreover a's likeness to c, b's to
d, etc are not constitutive of a's to b, so if there were an infinite series of
such likenesses, it would be wholly irrelevant to the question of whether
a's likeness to b had an infinitely regressive constitution. The continuous
series of resemblances, like that of colours, is merely ideal or potential, &
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so non contradictory. But a doctrine like Bradley's, that says all likeness
is made by likeness more inward still affirms the completion in actu of an
endless series of steps. Why, oh why were you born to be an editor? I hope
all your contributors don't serve you thus. Of course, if you are on the way
of seeing Bradley, I should like rather than other wise that you showed
him my longer paper. Only I wish it eventually back, and prefer you to
print the short one.
Cordially yours
WmJames
James travelled to Munich, Germany to see Stumpf and from the Hotel
he wrote again to Stout:

Marien~ad on February 25,

Yours of the 19th has just been put into my hands, and I have hastened
to write to Prof. Foswell the letter you suggest about your editorship of
Mind etc. I fear however it is too late for my words to have any effect, if
indeed they could have any under any circumstances. But I hope your
renewal has safely taken place, in any case. Pray let me know if it has. I
said that my opinion that your editorship was admirable was an impartial
one since you had never praised my writings (!)-pray take note of the
high sense of justice which animates W.J.!
As regards the unfortunate Bradley business, since you are so stubborn
about the longer article, I yield to this extent that if you will not print the
shorter one tel quel (which I still prefer), you shall send it back to me with
a proof of the longer one, and out of the two I will make one, sacrificing
probably the interrogatory to Bradley, and adding something instead.
I think I see a way of escape from what you say of qualitative series" as much and more" etc, in spite of its anstenched [contagious]
character. I am to see Stumpf today, and will see what he says-but will
spare you any more letters on the subject, reserving myself for possible
later developments in print.
Address me still in Florence (16 Piazza dell Indip.) & believe me, with
best wishes for the fellowship.
Yours very truly
WmJames
Still from Munich on March 6 there is this follow-up letter:
I yield to your opinion and say 'stet' to the entire first portion of my
reply. For the 'interrogatory,' however, I substitute 3 pp. of MS. May the
cause of Truth be served! The mind-dust theory follows, as I understand
it, whenever (infinite regress being denied) all resemblances are explained by identical common elements. As these elements can show no
difference of quality, the upshot of the application of this system to the
entire universe of resembling and differing things, is to make all
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resemblances hinge on the identity in quality of all constituent elements,
and all differences to depend on the non-identity of their number, as we go
from one compound thing to another.
Of course you understood my sentence about your not praising me as a
joke!
What James finally composed appeared in the April issue of Mind under the
title "Mr. Bradley on Immediate Resemblance." On May 26 from Meggen,
Switzerland, he wrote in part to Stumpf: 4
On the matter of resemblance, there is a reply from me to Bradley in
the April Mind. I don't know whether you have seen it. I agree with you
that a multitude of qualitatively identical elements of consciousness is an
unintelligible conception; but still if one chooses to adopt it (as Spencer &
Taine, e.g. adopt it) it affords a refuge from the infinite regress of
composition, it seems to me.
When Stout informed James that Bradley had submitted a reply, the Editor
also asked James for a testimonial that would recommend him for a teaching
position in philosophy at Owens College, Manchester. On June 5th from Verschez-les-Blanc, Switzerland, James graciously wrote:
I am too happy to lift up my feeble voice in your favor, and I hope you
will get the place, for among the younger men in your Island I am
acquainted with none more able.
July will be early enough for me to receive my quietus from Bradley. I
hope to be in England in a week's time, shall soon make my appearance
in Cambridge, and trust then to be able to see you face to face ....
Bradley's short three page reply "Professor James on Simple Resemblance"
did appear, as anticipated, in the July issue of Mind. This time James did not
vacillate and was prompt in sending off his own reply. He wrote from his
brother Henry's place in London:
34DeVereGardens, W.
July 16. [1893]
Dear Mr. Stout,
Here is a final shot at Bradley if you still care to prolong the controversy. I am sorry you failed at Manchester, but glad that the successful candidate was as good a man as [Samuel] Alexander seems to be.
I return one set of your reprints, which may be useful to you hereafter. I
was very sorry to miss you at Cambridge. I go on Tuesday to the Continent, and on Aug. 24 we all sail from Liverpool for Boston.
Faithfully yours
WmJames
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James's "final shot" appeared as just "Immediate Resemblance" in the
October issue of Mind, to which was attached a one page note by Bradley. One
can readily appreciate why James did not continue the controversy. He in fact
said it was because there was only "verbal ambiguity." But one might put
James's point in another way. There seems to have been no real head-on issue.
The very titles of their articles indicate the two different points being argued.
Bradley used the word "simple" <versus "compound of identity and nonidentity"); James used the word "immediate" (versus "mediate" or
"rationally founded"). James conceded that the things related as alike could be
either simple or compound. He was not against identity as such, but continued
to maintain that there must be some place in the world where a resemblance is
ultimate; otherwise one would have to accept the unacceptable alternativesan infinite series or the mind-dust theory.

•

•

•

The seventh essay in Essays in Philosophy, "The Knowing of Things
Together," was James's presidential address to the members of the American
Psychological Association at their third annual meeting in Princeton, New
Jersey, on December Zl, 1894. James Mark Baldwin, a leading psychologist of
the time, was teaching at Princeton University. A previously published letter
dated December 1, 1894, from James to Baldwin is quoted on page 254 by the
editor. There James wrote: "I haven't written a line yet, and imagine that
nothing may come at all." However, a sentence from an unpublished letter of
December 15 to Baldwin should have been included to indicate that as late as
that date James still had not finished composing the address. The sentence
reads: "The address hangs between wind and water and I can't be sure yet that
it will materialize but I have hopes of something." 5 The date of the year is
missing on this letter, but it is easy from internal evidence to date it. James told
Baldwin that his "sleep has been abominable all this fall (constantly wake at 4
and 5) and with the excitement at Princeton it probably will be worse than ever,
and knock me out, rather for social purposes."

•

•

•

In 1895, Professor Frank Thilly's English translation of Friedrich Paulsen's
Einleitung in die Philosophie (Introduction to Philosophy) was published by
Henry Holt & Company. The eighth essay in Essays in Philosophy is James's
Preface to this book. From the documentation provided, one is led to believe

that James's involvement with this work started on September 20, 1894, when he
expressed his willingness to Thilly to write a short preface. But one is puzzled
how James even knew about this translation. This question is answered by an
unpublished (and overlooked) post card of James to Holt, dated May 25 of that
same year:
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How does the Paulsen's "Einleitung" translation plan come on? Any
chance of publication by Jan. 1? It is a wonderful book, and I should like
to use it in classes. But it would be a great shame to spoil the beauty by a
poor translator's work. 11
This comment seems to suggest that Thilly had not yet been engaged as the
translator and, even more, that James himself may have initiated the plan for a
translation. His very high regard for the book could well have prompted him to
do so. Writing to Stumpf on April24 of the previous year James had observed:
in the last few days in Switzerland I have read 250 pages of Paulsen's
Einleitung in die Philosophy ... To me it seems a wonderful book for the
human sympathy that is in it, for the fairness and candor that it breathes
and for its admirable artistic composition. It will probably be a classic
translated into all languages. 7
When in 1906 James first offered an introductory course in philosophy at
Harvard (previously given at Stanford University), it was based on Paulsen as
the text. On September 26 of that year he wrote to a former student: "I have
next [academic] year a big elementary course in Paulsen, during which ... I
want to write an Introduction similar in some ways to his. "•

•

•

•

With regard to the eleventh essay, "Herbert Spencer Dead," a relevant unpublished letter from James to Charlton Thomas Lewis exists but unfortunately
was not quoted by the editor of Essays in Philosophy. The letter is important
because in it James indicates dissatisfaction with his New York Evening Post
newspaper article on Spencer, who had died on December 8, 1903. The letter to
Lewis deserves reprinting in full, because it also provides us with a valuable
insight into James's view on his own style of writing:•
95 Irving St., Cambridge
Dec. 24. [1903]
Dear Mr. Lewis,
What you write of my Spencer article pleases as well as surprises me.
You are apparently the first person who has read it,-at least no one else
has mentioned to me the fact. It was written off at one sitting 9 or 10 years
ago, in response to a telegram from the Evening Post saying that Spencer
was cabled as dying. Were I writing responsibly, I could make a better
thing.
As regards the question you ask, I am sorry that I can give you no information whatever. There must have been some application of the
sensory factor to literary criticism, in France & Germany at least, but
fYl

my reading has been so narrow that the only book I can quote is Remy de
Gourmont: Le Probleme du Style, Paris: Societe du Mercurede, France,
1902. I have another French book which does it, but it's in the country, and
I can't even recall the author's name.
I have often been bothered myself about the matter. I have almost no
visual images, and yet people accuse me of a "picturesque" style. Are
they all verbal stencil-plates? Rhetoricians (e.g. Byron) seem to me to
write from verbal material. I give it up. I write from my 14th day cooped
up with grippe and gout in foot, combined. Avoid them I
Yours very truly,
WmJames

•

•

•

The interpretation of some of the documentation for the twelveth essay, "The
Chicago School," results from an unbelievable and unscholarly assumption by
the editor of Essays in Philosophy, Fredson Bowers. To see that this is so, some
background information is first required. J. Mark Baldwin had recently moved
to the Johns Hopkins University. He and James McKeen Cattell of Columbia
University were co-owners and co-editors of the Psychological Review. John
Dewey and other members of the Philosophy Department at the University of
Chicago published Studies in Logical Theory during the latter part of 1903. In
late October or early November F.C.S. Schiller's book Humanism appeared.
Schiller taught philosophy at Corpus Christi College, Oxford University. He had
befriended James while studying and teaching philosophy at Cornell University
from 1893 to 1897, and he continued to be an ardent disciple of James's
pragmatism at Oxford, where he engaged in a running battle with F.H.
Bradley.
Next, we must consider the furnished and unfurnished documentation for this
essay. Essays in Philosophy quotes James's October 21, 1903, letter to Baldwin
in which he offered to review in the Psychological Review the "output of the
Chicago School of Thought.'' Also, James's November 15th letter to Schiller is
quoted but only where Dewey is mentioned and not where James stated that "It
is particularly fine to have Chicago and Oxford, in total independence of each
other, enter the same path, etc." It is important to note this latter fact, because
it was James himself who tried to link Dewey's efforts to those of Schiller. This
was not a two-party, but a three-party affair, as is evident from the two
following unpublished <and overlooked) letters of James. Writing a post card to
Cattell on the same day <November 15) as he wrote to Schiller, James initiated
what later he called a "triumvirate":
I don't know whether Schiller's book, Humanism, has already been
assigned by you for review in the Psychological Review. I should like to
suggest Dewey. I am to review Dewey and it would seem rather fitting
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that Dewey should have a chance to react on the Oxford doctrine, so
similar in fundamentals to his own.•o
When his suggestion was accepted by Cattell, James then wrote to Dewey:
Cambridge
Dec. 3.1903
Dear Dewey,
I have just scribbled off a review of your Decennial Output, for the
Psych. Rev., very superficial & summary, just to call attention to its
importance.
You can't guess the delight which all this work fills me. It is a glorious
thing for you and for the University to have created such a genuine School
of original thought. I cannot help believing that you have struck the truth,
and that your system has a very great future. It sorely needs building out,
however, in cosmological, psychological & epistemological directions.
The ethical buildings-out are already tip-top, and you ought speedily to
publish them collectively.
You can count on my zealous co-operation-unless my present sympathetic state of mind should be reversed by the criticism with which I
am surrounded. Royce, who is hard hit by your deliverances, is taking the
matter as benignantly and sympathetically as possible and trying to
extract nutriment without abandoning his Absolute.
Cattell writes me that you are to review Schiller's Humanism. I hope
you can manage to treat his lightness of tone indulgently. He seems to me
a very profound thinker. His chapter on "motionless energy" as an
ultimate seems to me to supply to empiricist evolutionism all that is
needed to reply to the taunt of transcendentalism that empiricism has no
religious background, inasmuch as success means death, & the goal
gained brings extinction of interest. Santayana reported the book at a
"Conference" the other night very sneeringly, & told me afterwards that
he "hated" Schiller & his thought. Palmer told me that he found him
"insufferable." You see he needs friends. I have gained a lot from him.
Yours <as the spiritualists say) "for the truth"
WmJames
I shouldn't have been so excited over Moore last Spring if I had known
how much of his thunder was yours. 11
We can now discuss Bowers' interpretation of James's December 5, 1903,
letter to Baldwin. This letter will be published here in full for the first time. The
errors will not be tediously pointed out in detail, because they are all based on
the false assumption that, after Cattell left the Psychological Review, his "new
project" was to found the Psychological Bulletin. A mere glance at the first
issue of the Bulletin (January 15, 1904) would have corrected this assumption,
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for the name of the Editor is Baldwin! A further glance at page 70 of the
January issue of the Review would have made it certain that the Bulletin was
"essentially part of the Review" and that its purpose was simply to take over
certain features of the Review and to add others. James's review of Dewey
fitted this purpose and that is why Baldwin put it in the Bulletin instead of the
Review. What then, in fact, was Cattell's "new project" which James mentions
in his letter'? In another letter to Baldwin of the 12th, unfortunately not mentioned in Essays in Philosophy, James gave a description which seemed to fit
the Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods, whose first issue
appeared on January 7, 1904. A check of the records of this journal at Columbia
University revealed that "the Journal was founded jointly by Cattell and
Fredrick J.E. Woodbridge in 1904, with each contributing $500 for ownership
and with Woodbridge as editor." 12
Whether in accordance with Baldwin's wish or, more likely, his own, James
withdrew his promise to Cattell to review Schiller's Humanism in his new
Journal and published a review instead in the March 3, 1904 issue of The Nation.
He promised Schiller as much in a December 16 post card. The two December
letters to Baldwin can now be read with enhanced clarity:
Cambr. Dec. 5.1903
Dear Baldwin,
Yours of yesterday just received.
What do you mean by my paper on pragmatism'? I never offered one.
Possibly you may be thinking of my review of Dewey & disciples. That
was sent to Cattell3 days ago, and may even now be in your hands.
As for the other matter, Cattell called on me this A.M. to tell of his new
project, and solicit support. He said that you understood what he was
about to do, but didn't say it had either your good or ill will. The "good
will" which you now say you bought, puts a new face on the matter, and
evidently it is legally a question of definition, on which no one who didn't
hear your deliberations could now take sides.
I desire to minimize your grounds of complaint. I told Cattell that he
might print my name on his list of possible contributors. I will now take
that permission back.
Meanwhile I have promised to be an immediate actual contributor, to
the extent of furnishing for his first number a review of Schiller's
Humanism. If you protest against that, I will not write it. I don't want to
take sides, for I can have no opinion of the "rights" of the question
without a quasi-legal inquiry. I am very sorry that such a disagreeable
state of things between you should have arisen. As regards my "name"poor rag!-I am neutral, for neither of you now will have it. As regards
contributions, I should be neutral if both the Dewey & the Schiller articles
appeared. I don't know that my previous collaboration with the Psych.
Rev. ought to oblige me to be loyal to her in the teeth of new rivals. But if
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you consider my contributing as in any way unfriendly, I will gladly not
contribute.
Yours faithfully
WmJames
In no case could I contribute often. If the new thing should prove itself
much superior to the Psych. Rev., it would of course after some years
draw contributions away,-possibly mine.
Cambr. Dec.12. [1903]
Dear Baldwin,
I have yours of the 11th. As to release of the good will clause for a
consideration, I have no opinion. I should think that a formal arbitration
by some good lawyer might meet the case. The $1500 of cash assets
reduces the price paid for good will considerably.
I greatly wish that your Centralblatt might stick to Psychology exclusively, reporting everything, while Cattell's should report on all the
other branches of Philosophy, and on the Sciences in general so far as the
works noticed had a philosophic as distinguished from a purely technical
interest. Psychology figuring here among the other sciences.
I am writing this opinion to Cattell. But I can say no more.
Always truly yours
WmJames

•

•

•

The fifteenth entry in the volume is not quite an "essay." It is James's
"Preface" to the English translation of Harald Hoffding's Philosophische
Problem e. On page 269, the editor categorizes his documentation for this work
as "The story of James's making arrangements for the translation and
publication of The Problems of Philosophy etc." Despite the publication of
James's seven communications to Hoffding, the "story" is incomplete, because
his five letters to the Macmillan Company of New York, publisher of the
volume, are not included, even in part. Those parts of these letters which
complement the letters to Hoffding and fill out the "story" appear below. u
The first letter answers the question, "Why was the Macmillan Company first
approached?'' and expresses James's view of the importance of the book:
Cambridge <Mass.)
July 19. 1905
The Macmillan Company, New York
Dear Sirs,
I have just had executed the translation of an important little work,
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Philosophische Probleme, by Prof. HHffding of Copenhagen, wherein he
lays down his philosophical confession of faith in 100 pp., or as I estimate
the matter, less that 30,000 words in English.
You publish his Psychology, and Macmillan & Co, publish his History of
Philosophy, and possibly his Ethics, in English. I don't know whether you
take them on this side of the Atlantic, so I turn first to you in seeking to
find a publisher. Are you disposed to venture this small work? or to
venture anything on it? Its quality is of first rate importance, but it is not
popularly written, and I confess that I have no decided conviction as to its
market-success. I shall use it with my classes, but how many professors
will I can't say, although H. is getting more and more to be regarded as
one of the wisest of living philosophers.
Of course I stand ready to revise the proofs and to write a preface.
Sincerely yours
WmJames
Perhaps it was the weight of James's recommendation and the promise of his
own contribution which elicited from Macmillan an immediate acceptance of
the work. On July 21st James thanked the company for its "courteous letter of
yesterday, agreeing to take" the work. After asking a few technical questions
about details he added:
You will notice that the author's notes are all bunched at the end. If you
prefer to follow the more usual American usage, please say so. I have no
recommendations as to style of page printing or binding except that I
hope the type will be legible. I send you the MS. by American Express, in
spite of the above uncertain details, knowing that you will be liberal to
Prof. Hoffding whose representative I am.
Four days later James signed the contract and sent it back to Macmillan. He
informed the company that "the royalties will all go to him [Hoffding], though
the copyright is in my name.'' He concluded this letter:
Please observe that in section 1 I have expunged a couple of passages
about translations which seemed irrelevant, and in section 5 have deleted
the words "subject of." I hope erelong to publish my own treatise on
"philosophy," but this book will in no sense be its "basis."
James had to make the needed corrections of Mr. Fisher's translation on the
proof copy instead of on the manuscript. This made the bill for the many
changes in print a bit expensive. It also evoked from James in his September
14th letter to Mr. Brett of the Macmillan Company the remark: "It's the last
time I will ever tinker another man's translation."
Another aspect of James's generosity in this handling of the publication of
another's work was his instruction to Macmillan in his October lOth letter that,
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although by the contract he was to receive twelve free copies, only six were to
be sent to him and the other six to H6ffding .

•

•

•

"G. Papini and the Pragmatist Movement in Italy" constitutes the sixteenth
essay. A letter from James to Papini is presented as dated Apri127, 1906 from
Del Monte, California. This is a mistake. Since the same date and address
appear in R.B. Perry's production of this letter, the mistake could well have
been James's and not the editor's. But mistake there is. The correction should
be to Hotel Del Monte, Monterey, California, April7, 1906. On that day James
wrote to Schiller:
The good wife and I have been enjoying 10 days of vacation, running down
to Los Angeles and thereabouts, where some friends gave us a good dose
of automobiling and now here for a couple of days on the way back.
California is a wonderful State, friendly to man and if I had been initiated
30 years earlier, I suspect I should have struck root, my children would
have had a better place to grow up in.••
On the following day, they returned to Stanford University, where James
continued to teach until the great earthquake on April 18, 1906. Since classes
were cancelled, he and his wife left for home. On April 27 they were on a train
heading for Denver, Colorado. 15 Further, those who are familiar with the letters
of James have often spotted his tendency to make similar remarks in letters
written on the same day to different people. The above quote to Schiller continues: "What I really want to write about is Papini, the concluding chapter of
his Crepuscolo dei Filosoji, and the February number of the Leonardo."

•

•

•

The concluding entry in Essays in Philosophy concerns Benjamin Paul Blood
of Amsterdam, New York, who had published many poems but in particular a
book The Anesthetic Revelation and the Gist of Philosophy ( 1874). James
claimed that this book was one of the stepping-stones of his thinking and in an
1896letter to Blood wrote: "Barely more than a year ago I was sitting at your
table and dallying with the thought of publishing an anthology of your works.
But ... it has been postponed in indejinitum ... Nevertheless I shall work for
your fame some time! Count on W.J." 11 The time to try to make Blood famous
arrived in early April, 1910, when James and his wife visited his brother Henry
at Lamb House, Rye, England. Henry was ill and depressed. During the latter
part of that month, William wrote "A Pluralistic Mystic." The article was
published in the July issue of The Hibbert Journal (edited by Lawrence Piersall
Jacks). The writing of the article consisted in weaving together by way of
comments many quotes from Blood's various writings. But, remembering that
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James was away from home, a reader might well ask how James could possibly
retain all Blood's texts, poems and all, .in his memory. Probably James formed
the intention to write this article before leaving home and brought with him
either the selections from his "anthology" or Blood's actual writings. This view
is confirmed by Jacks' remark in his May 24letter to James: "I send herewith
the proof & Ms of your article ... Thanks also for the Blood literature." 17
William James himself was very ill with heart trouble. So, while his wife
stayed on to look after Henry, William went off to Germany in early May. As in
the past, he hoped to gain some benefit from the baths he took in Bad-Nauheim.
From there he sent a post card on June 8 to Horace M. Kallen, a graduate
student of philosophy at Harvard and a close friend of James and his family: 11
I got your recent letter all right, and am sending you a revised proof of an
article on Blood which will appear in the July Hibbert as a surprise both
to the world and to Blood himself, and which I know will warm your
gizzard. Keep it. Let me know of any "news" in your quarter. As for
myself, I am pretty poorly, for the baths increase my symptoms while I
take them, & there is no certainty of ulterior gain in my case, in which the
aorta is involved.
James returned to Lamb House with his wife and Henry, who had rejoined
him in Germany. In his August 8 letter to Kallen, this article is mentioned
again:
I sent you proof two months ago of my article on Blood in the July Hibbert
Journal. Neither you, Blood nor anyone else makes mention of it to me,
barring [Julius] Goldstein in Germany. It seems to me big literature and
I hoped that it would please Blood to see it. Jacks was delighted, but my
letter may have missed Blood.
On August 26, 1910 in his summer home at Chocorua, New Hampshire, William
James died. The last word in this, his last article, is "Farewell!"
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Development of California, Inc., was formerly a Senior Real Estate Appraiser
for the Bank of America, where he helped to develop a computer bank for real
estate appraisal throughout the state of California. He is currently designing a
computer feasibility program for real estate project analysis.
Frances M. Malpezzi, Assistant Professor of English at Arkansas State
University, received her Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska in Lincoln. She
has published articles in The South Dakota Review, English Language Notes,
Publications of the Arkansas Philological Association, and Research Studies.
Patricia c. Nichols, a lecturer in English at San Jose State University, received
her Ph.D. in linguistics from Stanford University, where her dissertation
focused on linguistic change in Gullah, an English creole spoken by descendants of east African slaves in coastal South Carolina and Georgia. Her
previous articles include "Women in Their Speech Communities," "Black
Women in the Rural South," and "Ethnic Consciousness in the British Isles:
Questions for Language Planning."
WUliam S. Penn, Jr., teaches Marketing and Quantitative Studies in the School
of Business at San Jose State University. For more than twenty years, he
worked in the petroleum and petrochemicals industry, both as a senior
economist with SRI International and as an independent consultant. Previous
articles on marketing have. appeared in such journals as Business Economics,
Industrial Marketing Management, and San Jose Studies.
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Sanford Pinsker is an Associate Professor of English at Franklin and Marshall
College. His most recent book is Between Two Worlds: The American Novel in
the 1960s. Previous publications include a book on the schlemiel as metaphor
and studies of Philip Roth, Joseph Conrad, and Saul Bellow. During 1978-79, he
was a Fellow of the National Endowment for the Humanities, working at the
University of New Mexico.
William Powers is Professor of Humanities at Michigan Technological
University. He publishes frequently in literary quarterlies and tends to focus
his work on the northern Great Lakes region.
Frederick J. Down Scott, Professor of Philosophy at San Jose State University,
specializes in American philosophy in general and William James in particular.
His four previous articles in San Jose Studies have each included important
unpublished letters of James. During the summer of 1979, Professor Scott and
his wife toured New England and visited James's summer home in Chocorua,
New Hampshire.
James Stull, Assistant Professor of Marketing and Quantitative Studies at San
Jose State University, has published widely in communication and education
journals, including the Journal of Communication, American Business Communication Bulletin, Business Education World, Supervisory Management, and
Journal of Marketing Education. He is currently co-authoring The
Management of Business Communication: An Experiential Approach.
Dennis G. Wiseman, is Associate Professor of Education and Chairman of the
Faculty Senate at Coastal Carolina College of the University of South Carolina.
A former public school teacher, he has also taught social studies and science in
the Indianapolis public schools and coordinated an alternative High School
Extension Learning Program (H.E.L.P.) in the Champaign, Illinois schools.
His many publications include "Personalized Evaluation in Competency-Based
Teacher Education" and "A Five Step Model for Working with Culturally
Different Children.''
James O.Wood, Professor of English, Emeritus, San Jose State University, is
well-known among textual scholars for his work on Pericles. His research at the
British Museum, the Bodleian Library of Oxford University, the Folger
Shakespeare Library, and the Huntington Library has resulted in numerous
articles on Thomas Fuller, Jonathan Swift, and William Shakespeare. In 1964,
he initiated the founding of the Western Shakespeare Seminar, which held its
first meeting at the home of Professor Virgil Whitaker, Stanford University,
and has continued to meet annually ever since.
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To Our Readers:

San Jose Studies, a journal sponsored by San Jose State University, is
published three times each year, in February, May, and November. The contents include critical, creative, and informative writing of interest to the
general, educated public. We publish articles which originate in the scholarly
pursuit of knowledge but which are written to appeal to the general reader
interested in intellectual aspects of the arts, business, the humanities, science,
and social science. Each issue also features creative and literary materials,
including poetry, fiction, review essays, and occasional interviews and
photographic essays.
The goal of each issue is to provoke that particular type of intellectual
pleasure that comes with discovering a new thought or with reexamining old
concepts from new perspectives. In that respect, SJS complements the formal
learning that goes on within the university and contributes to the continuing
education of our readers.
Past issues have included articles on topics as diverse as eugenics techniques
and their implications for society, the misuse of intelligence tests to predict
incompetence, Melville's deliberate "errors" in Billy Budd, the use of arithmetic for financial survival, historical disputes about the Battle of Hastings,
and the letters of William James (several published for the first time). Special
issues have been devoted to John Steinbeck and to the American Bicentennial.
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Each February, a $100.00 award from the Bill Casey Memorial Fund is given
to the author of the best essay, story, or poem appearing in the previous volume
of San Jose Studies. In addition, authors of the best article, short story, and
poem in each volume receive a year's complimentary subscription to the
journal.
The recipients of these awards are selected by the Committee of Trustees of
SJS.

Manuscripts are welcome from all writers and should be submited to:
The Editors
San Jose Studies

San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
All manuscripts should be limited to 5,000 words and must be typewritten and
double-spaced on standard 81h x 11 white bond. The author's name should appear only on the cover sheet of the original. An identifying word from the title
<rather than the author's name) should appear on succeeding pages of the
manuscript adjacent to the page number in the upper right-hand corner.
Manuscripts are evaluated by a generalist reader, a specialist reader, and
the Editors, a process that normally takes from six to eight weeks. Authors
receive two complimentary copies of the issue in which their contribution appears. Manuscripts not accepted for publication are returned to authors if a
stamped, self-addressed envelope is included with the submission. Previously
published work and multiple submissions are not accepted for publication.
Subscriptions and business communications should be mailed to
Linda Reeves, Business Assistant
San Jose Studies

San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
Subscription rates are as follows:
Individuals-$8.00 for one year, $14.00 for two years, $19.00 for
three years <Foreign-$10.00, $18.00, and $25.00).
Institutions-$15.00 for one year, $27.00 for two years, $36.00 for
three years.
Patrons-$50.00 annually.
Benefactors-$100.00 annually.
Single copies are $3.50 and may be purchased from the Business Manager or at
the Spartan Bookstore.
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Subscription Information
San Jose Studies is published three times per year in February, May and
November. Subscription prices are:

$ 8.00 per year for individuals ($10.00 for foreign subscriptions)
($14.00 for two years, $19.00 for three years>
$15.00 per year for institutions
($27.00 for two years; $36.00 for three years)
$ 3.50 for single copies
Patron subscriptions are available for $50.00 per year. Benefactors may subscribe for $100.00. Credit is given in the journal to patrons and benefactors
unless otherwise requested.
Individuals are requested to send payment with the order.

Please enter my subscription to
below:

SAN JOSE STUDIES as I have checked

Individual subscription:

$ 8.00 for 1 year
$14.00 for 2 years
$19.00 for 3 years

Institutional subscription:

$15.00 for 1 year
$27.00 for 2 years
$36.00 for 3 years

Patron subscription:

$50.00

Benefactor subscription:

$100.00

NAME ___________________________________________
ADDRESS ---------------------------------------CITY____________________________________________
Please make checks payable to the SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
FOUNDATION and mail to:
Linda Reeves, Business Assistant
San Jose Studies
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192
Applicable taxes are included in the subscription prices.

